MANUFACTURING

Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Commercial
& Industrial Equipment
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
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2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
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2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
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2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
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2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
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2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
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5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Computer Applications
6.1.1
Uses a personal computer (PC) with appropriate operating systems
6.1.2
Uses basic computer office tools such as word processing, spreadsheets, and databases
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6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7

Uses a browser and accesses the internet to retrieve information, configures wired and wireless
networking, and installs applications
Uses a tablet device
Installs and uses antivirus software and follows a security policy
Machine Set-up
Locates a machine according to a print
Levels a machine
Verifies circuit size and protection
Verifies proper voltage and phasing, grounding, and proper guards are in place
Installs proper mounts and raceways for adding a component or interlocking a machine
Properly sizes, installs, labels, and tests circuit conductors for adding a component or interlocking a
machine
Properly lays out, cuts, drills, taps, and assembles a control station for an addition to a machine

6.2.9

Verifies proper operation of all safety devices and circuits on a machine and checks and verifies circuits
on a machine
Checks, lubricates, and powers up a machine

6.2.10

Verifies proper current draw of a machine and machine operation according to a sequence of operation

6.2.8

6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.4.8
7
7.1
8
8.1

Material Transfer Conveyers
Install adjust and maintain various types of conveyers.
Reverses direction of travel
Measures and adjusts belt speed
Determines if proper guards are in place
Adjusts and modifies guards and verifies safe operation meets OSHA standards
Robotics
Exercises appropriate safety procedures for working with robots
Programs robot movement with a teach pendant
Uploads, downloads, saves, and runs a robot program
Interfaces a robot to a conveyor system
Calibrates a robot to a conveyor system
Teaches a vision system how to identify and orient good and bad products
Troubleshoots a robot system, replaces components, and returns to operation
Performs repair procedures on a robot arm

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Postsecondary nondegree award

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
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8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1

Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
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8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Electrical & Electronics Repairers, Powerhouse,
Substation, & Relay
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
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5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Computer Applications
6.1.1
Uses a personal computer (PC) with appropriate operating systems
6.1.2
Uses basic computer office tools such as word processing, spreadsheets, and databases
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6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6

Uses a browser and accesses the internet to retrieve information, configures wired and wireless
networking, and installs applications
Uses a tablet device
Installs and uses antivirus software and follows a security policy
Machine Set-up
Locates a machine according to a print
Verifies circuit size and protection
Verifies proper voltage and phasing, grounding, and proper guards are in place
Installs proper mounts and raceways for adding a component or interlocking a machine
Properly sizes, installs, labels, and tests circuit conductors for adding a component or interlocking a
machine
Properly lays out, cuts, drills, taps, and assembles a control station for an addition to a machine

6.2.8

Verifies proper operation of all safety devices and circuits on a machine and checks and verifies circuits
on a machine
Checks, lubricates, and powers up a machine

6.2.9

Verifies proper current draw of a machine and machine operation according to a sequence of operation

6.2.7

6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5

Material Transfer Conveyers
Install adjust and maintain various types of conveyers.
Adjusts height and distance to adjoining belts
Reverses direction of travel
Measures and adjusts belt speed
Determines if proper guards are in place
Adjusts and modifies guards and verifies safe operation meets OSHA standards

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Postsecondary nondegree award

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
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8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6

Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
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8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Industrial Machinery Mechanics
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Machinery Mechanics
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4
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Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting

Code

5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
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Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings
Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
Reads and interprets vendor information
5.2.6
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection

Code

5.5.4
5.5.5
5.5.6
5.5.7
5.5.8
5.5.9
5.5.10
6
6.1
6.1.1
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Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

6.2
6.2.1

Operates in the workplace in a safe and effective manner
Adheres to safety, health, and environmental rules and regulations
Performs machine operation, including startup, emergency,
and normal shutdown and manual functions to effectively and safely meet production and
maintenance requirements (with operator present)
Monitors machine operation and verifies that performance meets production requirements
Locates, interprets, and stores machine operation and
maintenance documentation
Performs planned and unscheduled machine maintenance procedures in accordance with a companyapproved maintenance plan
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs basic mechanical systems
Adheres to mechanical power transmission safety rules

6.2.2

Uses dimensional measurement tools properly to inspect dimensions of shafts and other components

6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5

Safely examines, troubleshoots and repairs power transmission
Aligns and adjusts gear drives
Installs, aligns and adjusts a pillow block bearing

6.2.6

Lubricates equipment using correct lubricants and as recommended by manufacturer's guidance

6.2.7

Performs a preventive maintenance procedure for a given machine to extend machine life and
minimize downtime

6.2.8

Performs predictive maintenance on a given machine to extend machine life and minimize downtime

6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5

Reads and interprets technical drawings of parts and
assemblies with tolerances and basic GD&T
Uses hand tools to inspect, adjust/tighten and assemble/disassemble equipment and support
6.2.10
preventive maintenance, inspection and troubleshooting activities
6.2.11
Uses hoists and other tools to safely handle and move parts and equipment
Selects and uses troubleshooting methodologies to find malfunctions in machine systems to return the
6.2.12
system to reliable, productive use in the shortest time possible
6.3
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs basic hydraulic systems
6.2.9

Code

6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.4.8
6.4.9
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
6.5.8
6.5.9
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Adheres to fluid power systems safety rules while understanding safety, health, and environmental
rules and regulations
Interprets basic fluid power schematics and identifies schematic symbols, process flow and operation of
the components and systems
Starts up and shuts down a hydraulic system and adjusts system pressure using a fixed displacement
pump
Adjusts hydraulic actuator speed using a flow control valve
Services a hydraulic filter to maximize hydraulic fluid cleanliness
Adds, changes and properly disposes of waste hydraulic fluid
Installs hydraulic conductors
Installs and tests components in a basic hydraulic circuit
Troubleshoots a basic hydraulic circuit or rotary actuator circuit
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs basic pneumatic systems
Adheres to fluid power systems safety rules
Adjusts pneumatic system branch and actuator speed operating pressure using a regulator
Services a pneumatic filter through inspection, drainage, and
changes
Services a pneumatic lubricator through inspection, fills, and
adjustments
Installs, fills, and adjusts pneumatic conductors
Starts up and shuts down a reciprocating air compressor and
adjusts operating pressure
Installs and tests the operation of components in a basic pneumatic linear or rotary circuit given a
schematic
Installs and tests components in a pneumatic circuit that uses vacuum generators given a schematic
Troubleshoots a basic pneumatic circuit
Monitors, troubleshoots, and repairs electrical systems
Adheres to electrical power and control systems safety rules for electrical power and control systems
Interprets electrical control and power schematics to ensure the operation of the components and
system
Adjusts limit switches and electronic sensors
Measures voltage, current and resistance in an electrical circuit to verify system operation and power
levels
Selects, installs, and tests fuses and circuit breakers
Installs and tests DC electric motors in a manual control circuit
Installs and tests AC electric motors in a manual control circuit
Installs and tests electrical relay control components and
circuits
Installs and tests electro-fluid power components and circuits

Code

6.5.10
6.5.11
6.5.12
6.5.13
6.5.14
6.5.15
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.6
6.6.7
6.6.8
6.6.9
6.7
6.7.1
6.7.2
6.7.3
6.7.4
6.7.5
6.7.6
6.7.7
6.7.8
6.8
6.8.1
6.8.2
6.8.3
6.8.4
6.8.5
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Tests and repairs machine electrical ground
Troubleshoots an electrical motor relay control circuit
Troubleshoots a solenoid-operated fluid power relay control circuit
Replaces electrical control wiring using terminal attachment
Replaces electrical control wiring using solder attachment
Installs, examines, repairs, and replaces transformers
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs electronic and process control
systems
Adheres to safety, health, and environmental rules and regulations for electronic power and control
systems
Connects and tests a DC power supply to ensure proper operation
Installs and tests solid-state AC and DC discrete and analog
relays
Installs and tests analog electronic sensors and signal conditioning equipment
Adjusts and repairs AC drive to control motor speed and torque
Transfers programs to programmable controller using a PC
Creates a basic PLC ladder-style program using internal and external contacts, timers, counters, nonretentive output coils, internal coils, subroutines, conditional commands and math commands
Installs and tests basic PLC components that uses a ladder
logic program to interface to a hardware component
Performs basic troubleshooting of PLC and controlled components
Performs maintenance welding to manufacture or repair parts, equipment, and other materials
Adheres to safety, health, and environmental rules and
regulations for welding
Uses an acetylene torch properly while using appropriate
safety equipment and precautions to cut steel parts
Performs basic welding and achieves necessary strength, resilience, shape and size requirements
Prepares parts to be welded including degreasing, cleaning, grinding and inspecting
Uses SMAW Welder to make basic welds on flat stock
Uses GMAW Welder to make basic welds on flat stock
Inspects welds for integrity and functionality
Uses plasma cutter to cut flat stock
Installs, removes, repairs, and replaces piping systems
Adheres to safety, health and environmental rules and
regulations for piping systems
Interprets basic piping schematics including specifications and fittings
Identifies and selects correct piping materials
Accurately measures, cuts and prepares piping for installation
Installs and tests piping systems

Code

7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
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Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.

Code

8.5

8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Maintenance Workers, Machinery
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports

Code
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5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Operates in the workplace in a safe and effective manner
6.1.1
Adheres to safety, health, and environmental rules and regulations
Performs machine operation, including startup, emergency,
6.1.2
and normal shutdown and manual functions to effectively and safely meet production and
maintenance requirements (with operator present)
6.1.3
Monitors machine operation and verifies that performance meets production requirements

Code
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6.2
6.2.1

Locates, interprets, and stores machine operation and
maintenance documentation
Performs planned and unscheduled machine maintenance procedures in accordance with a companyapproved maintenance plan
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs basic mechanical systems
Adheres to mechanical power transmission safety rules

6.2.2

Uses dimensional measurement tools properly to inspect dimensions of shafts and other components

6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5

Safely examines, troubleshoots and repairs power transmission
Aligns and adjusts gear drives
Installs, aligns and adjusts a pillow block bearing

6.2.6

Lubricates equipment using correct lubricants and as recommended by manufacturer's guidance

6.2.7

Performs a preventive maintenance procedure for a given machine to extend machine life and minimize
downtime

6.2.8

Performs predictive maintenance on a given machine to extend machine life and minimize downtime

6.1.4
6.1.5

Reads and interprets technical drawings of parts and
assemblies with tolerances and basic GD&T
Uses hand tools to inspect, adjust/tighten and assemble/disassemble equipment and support
6.2.10
preventive maintenance, inspection and troubleshooting activities
6.2.11
Uses hoists and other tools to safely handle and move parts and equipment
Selects and uses troubleshooting methodologies to find malfunctions in machine systems to return the
6.2.12
system to reliable, productive use in the shortest time possible
6.3
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs basic hydraulic systems
Adheres to fluid power systems safety rules while understanding safety, health, and environmental
6.3.1
rules and regulations
Interprets basic fluid power schematics and identifies schematic symbols, process flow and operation of
6.3.2
the components and systems
Starts up and shuts down a hydraulic system and adjusts system pressure using a fixed displacement
6.3.3
pump
6.3.4
Adjusts hydraulic actuator speed using a flow control valve
6.3.5
Services a hydraulic filter to maximize hydraulic fluid cleanliness
6.3.6
Adds, changes and properly disposes of waste hydraulic fluid
6.3.7
Installs hydraulic conductors
6.3.8
Installs and tests components in a basic hydraulic circuit
6.3.9
Troubleshoots a basic hydraulic circuit or rotary actuator circuit
6.4
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs basic pneumatic systems
6.4.1
Adheres to fluid power systems safety rules
6.4.2
Adjusts pneumatic system branch and actuator speed operating pressure using a regulator
Services a pneumatic filter through inspection, drainage, and
6.4.3
changes
6.2.9

Code

6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.4.8
6.4.9
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
6.5.8
6.5.9
6.5.10
6.5.11
6.5.12
6.5.13
6.5.14
6.5.15
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.6
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Services a pneumatic lubricator through inspection, fills, and
adjustments
Installs, fills, and adjusts pneumatic conductors
Starts up and shuts down a reciprocating air compressor and
adjusts operating pressure
Installs and tests the operation of components in a basic pneumatic linear or rotary circuit given a
schematic
Installs and tests components in a pneumatic circuit that uses vacuum generators given a schematic
Troubleshoots a basic pneumatic circuit
Monitors, troubleshoots, and repairs electrical systems
Adheres to electrical power and control systems safety rules for electrical power and control systems
Interprets electrical control and power schematics to ensure the operation of the components and
system
Adjusts limit switches and electronic sensors
Measures voltage, current and resistance in an electrical circuit to verify system operation and power
levels
Selects, installs, and tests fuses and circuit breakers
Installs and tests DC electric motors in a manual control circuit
Installs and tests AC electric motors in a manual control circuit
Installs and tests electrical relay control components and
circuits
Installs and tests electro-fluid power components and circuits
Tests and repairs machine electrical ground
Troubleshoots an electrical motor relay control circuit
Troubleshoots a solenoid-operated fluid power relay control circuit
Replaces electrical control wiring using terminal attachment
Replaces electrical control wiring using solder attachment
Installs, examines, repairs, and replaces transformers
Monitors, troubleshoots, installs, and repairs electronic and process control
systems
Adheres to safety, health, and environmental rules and regulations for electronic power and control
systems
Connects and tests a DC power supply to ensure proper operation
Installs and tests solid-state AC and DC discrete and analog
relays
Installs and tests analog electronic sensors and signal conditioning equipment
Adjusts and repairs AC drive to control motor speed and torque
Transfers programs to programmable controller using a PC

Code

6.6.7
6.6.8
6.6.9
6.7
6.7.1
6.7.2
6.7.3
6.7.4
6.7.5
6.7.6
6.7.7
6.7.8
6.8
6.8.1
6.8.2
6.8.3
6.8.4
6.8.5
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
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Creates a basic PLC ladder-style program using internal and external contacts, timers, counters, nonretentive output coils, internal coils, subroutines, conditional commands and math commands
Installs and tests basic PLC components that uses a ladder
logic program to interface to a hardware component
Performs basic troubleshooting of PLC and controlled components
Performs maintenance welding to manufacture or repair parts, equipment, and other materials
Adheres to safety, health, and environmental rules and
regulations for welding
Uses an acetylene torch properly while using appropriate
safety equipment and precautions to cut steel parts
Performs basic welding and achieves necessary strength, resilience, shape and size requirements
Prepares parts to be welded including degreasing, cleaning, grinding and inspecting
Uses SMAW Welder to make basic welds on flat stock
Uses GMAW Welder to make basic welds on flat stock
Inspects welds for integrity and functionality
Uses plasma cutter to cut flat stock
Installs, removes, repairs, and replaces piping systems
Adheres to safety, health and environmental rules and
regulations for piping systems
Interprets basic piping schematics including specifications and fittings
Identifies and selects correct piping materials
Accurately measures, cuts and prepares piping for installation
Installs and tests piping systems

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.

Code

8.2

8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
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Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Code

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Maintenance & Repair Workers, General
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports

Code
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5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Mechanical Systems
6.1.1
Pumps and motors
6.1.2
Transport systems (hard pipe, tubing)
6.1.3
Storage facilities – tanks, reservoirs
6.2
Maintenance
6.2.1
Lubricating, inspections, gauge checking, vibration analysis and oil analysis
6.3
Equipment Repair

Code

6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
6.5.8
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
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Recognizing malfunctioning equipment
Disassembling and rebuild equipment
Fabricating parts and tools for repairs
Implementing manufacturer’s directions
Troubleshooting malfunctions
Using precision measuring tools
Computer Skills
Internet Search
E-mail communication
Use of plant-specific preventative and maintenance management systems
Conscientiousness
Follows standard, prescribed approaches and protocols / SOPs for completing regular tasks and for
addressing emergency situations
Reviews logs for trends on a regular and timely basis
Completes required documentation of work activities, observations and test results in an accurate and
timely way
Stays aware and alert at all times
Demonstrates reliability and dependability
Identifies and suggests areas for improvement
Keeps legible work records
Demonstrates commitment to public service and public health

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.

Code

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
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Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).

Code

8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development
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Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
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5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Supervise Employees
6.1.1
Monitor employees' work levels and review work performance.
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6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.6
6.6.1
6.7
6.7.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1

Counsel employees about work-related issues and assist employees to correct job-skill deficiencies.
Recommend or initiate personnel actions, such as hires, promotions, transfers, discharges, or
disciplinary measures.
Ability to provide training on specific job functions of new employees
Maintain Inventories
Requisition materials and supplies, such as tools, equipment, or replacement parts.
Monitor tool and part inventories and the condition and maintenance of shops to ensure adequate
working conditions.
Coordinate Work Activities
Conduct or arrange for worker training in safety, repair, or maintenance techniques, operational
procedures, or equipment use.
Participate in budget preparation and administration, coordinating purchasing and documentation and
monitoring departmental expenditures.
Confer with personnel, such as management, engineering, quality control, customer, or union workers'
representatives, to coordinate work activities, resolve employee grievances, or identify and review
resource needs.
Inspect Work
Examine objects, systems, or facilities and analyze information to determine needed installations,
services, or repairs.
Inspect, test, and measure completed work, using devices such as hand tools or gauges to verify
conformance to standards or repair requirements.
Schedule Maintenance
Determine schedules, sequences, and assignments for work activities, based on work priority, quantity
of equipment, and skill of personnel.
Perform skilled repair or maintenance operations, using equipment such as hand or power tools,
hydraulic presses or shears, or welding equipment.
Should be responsible for scheduled and predictive maintenance.
Manage departmental budget
Ensure costs of materials, labor and outside contractors remain within budgetary constrictions.
Interpret Blueprints
Interpret specifications, blueprints, or job orders.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
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8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2

Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
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8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Computer, Automated Teller, & Office Machine
Repairers
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
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5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Mechanical Systems
6.1.1
Pumps and motors
6.1.2
Transport systems (hard pipe, tubing)
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6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
6.5.8
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4

Storage facilities – tanks, reservoirs
Maintenance
Lubricating, inspections, gauge checking, vibration analysis and oil analysis
Equipment Repair
Recognizing malfunctioning equipment
Disassembling and rebuild equipment
Fabricating parts and tools for repairs
Implementing manufacturer’s directions
Troubleshooting malfunctions
Using precision measuring tools
Computer Skills
Internet Search
E-mail communication
Use of plant-specific preventative and maintenance management systems
Conscientiousness
Follows standard, prescribed approaches and protocols / SOPs for completing regular tasks and for
addressing emergency situations
Reviews logs for trends on a regular and timely basis
Completes required documentation of work activities, observations and test results in an accurate and
timely way
Stays aware and alert at all times
Demonstrates reliability and dependability
Identifies and suggests areas for improvement
Keeps legible work records
Demonstrates commitment to public service and public health
Installation & Assembly
Installs, programs, or repairs programmable controllers, robot controllers, end-of-arm tools, or
conveyors
Documents additive manufacturing equipment test procedures and results
Aligns, fits, or assembles component parts
Terminates wires between controllers
Assembles, installs, or repairs key components
Sets up and operates machine tools to repair or fabricate machine parts, fixtures, or tools
Aligns and calibrates new equipment after installation
Electrical Systems Methods
Uses a multimeter properly
Calculates power in an electrical circuit given current and voltage
Installs fuses and circuit breakers in circuits
Inspects circuit breakers to determine if they have been tripped
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6.4.5
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1

Recognizes all protective tags and lockout devices used to isolate equipment and components from
hazardous energy sources

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Some college, no degree

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
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8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Electric Motor, Power Tool, & Related
Repairers
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
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5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Mechanical Systems
6.1.1
Pumps and motors
6.1.2
Transport systems (hard pipe, tubing)
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6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6

Storage facilities – tanks, reservoirs
Maintenance
Lubricating, inspections, gauge checking, vibration analysis and oil analysis
Equipment Repair
Recognizing malfunctioning equipment
Disassembling and rebuild equipment
Fabricating parts and tools for repairs
Implementing manufacturer’s directions
Troubleshooting malfunctions
Using precision measuring tools
Computer Skills
Internet Search
E-mail communication
Use of plant-specific preventative and maintenance management systems
Conscientiousness
Follows standard, prescribed approaches and protocols / SOPs for completing regular tasks and for
addressing emergency situations
Reviews logs for trends on a regular and timely basis
Completes required documentation of work activities, observations and test results in an accurate and
timely way
Stays aware and alert at all times
Demonstrates reliability and dependability
Identifies and suggests areas for improvement
Keeps legible work records

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
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8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1

Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
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8.6.2

Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

8.6.3

Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Security & Fire Alarm Systems Installers
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Security and Fire Alarm Systems Installers
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports

Code
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5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Inspect Equipment
6.1.1
Examine systems to locate problems, such as loose connections or broken insulation.
Test backup batteries, keypad programming, sirens, or other security features to ensure proper
6.1.2
functioning or to diagnose malfunctions.
6.2
Repair Electrical Components
Install, maintain, or repair security systems, alarm devices, or related equipment, following blueprints
6.2.1
of electrical layouts and building plans.

Code

6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.2.8
6.3
6.3.1
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Test and repair circuits and sensors, following wiring and system specifications.
Recognizing malfunctioning equipment
Disassembling and rebuild equipment
Fabricating parts and tools for repairs
Implementing manufacturer’s directions
Troubleshooting malfunctions
Using precision measuring tools
Connect Parts
Mount raceways and conduits and fasten wires to wood framing, using staplers.
Feed cables through access holes, roof spaces, or cavity walls to reach fixture outlets, positioning and
6.3.2
terminating cables, wires, or strapping.
6.4
Position Equipment
Mount and fasten control panels, door and window contacts, sensors, or video cameras and attach
6.4.1
electrical and telephone wiring to connect components.
6.5
Adjust Equipment
Adjust sensitivity of units, based on room structures and manufacturers' recommendations, using
6.5.1
programming keypads.
6.6
Estimate Costs
6.6.1
Provide customers with cost estimates for equipment installation.
6.7
Computer Applications
6.7.1
Uses a personal computer (PC) with appropriate windows or Linux operating systems
6.7.2
Uses basic computer office tools such as word processing, spreadsheets, and databases
Uses a browser and accesses the internet to retrieve information, configures wired and wireless
6.7.3
networking, and installs applications
6.7.4
Uses a tablet device
6.7.5
Installs and uses antivirus software and follows a security policy
6.8
Electrical & Electronic Systems
6.8.1
Examine electrical theory
6.8.2
Apply basic principles of DC electricity
6.8.3
Apply basic principles of AC electricity
6.8.4
Apply principles of electronics
6.8.5
Apply Boolean logic and principles of digital electronics
6.9
Electrical Systems Methods
6.9.1
Uses a multimeter properly
6.9.2
Calculates power in an electrical circuit given current and voltage
6.9.3
Installs fuses and circuit breakers in circuits
6.9.4
Inspects circuit breakers to determine if they have been tripped
Recognizes all protective tags and lockout devices used to isolate equipment and components from
6.9.5
hazardous energy sources
6.10
Networking & Signal Transmission Systems
6.10.1
Examine communication systems
6.10.2
Install wiring in accordance with CEC

Code
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6.10.3
6.10.4

Examine communication network structures and components
Troubleshoot signal transmission systems

6.10.5

Install, configure, maintain and service supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems

7
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements

High school diploma or equivalent
Certified Professional Burglar Alarm/Access Control/CCTV Installer
Certified Security Alarm Salesperson
Certified Burglar Alarm Qualifying Agent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.

Code

8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Outdoor Power Equipment & Other Small
Engine Mechanics
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings
Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
Reads and interprets vendor information
5.2.6
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures

Code

5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
5.5.5
5.5.6
5.5.7
5.5.8
5.5.9
5.5.10
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.1.8
6.1.9
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.7
6.7.1
6.8
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Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Repair Equipment or Parts
Repair and maintain gasoline engines used to power equipment such as portable saws, lawn mowers,
generators, and compressors.
Repair or replace defective parts such as magnetos, water pumps, gears, pistons, and carburetors, using
hand tools.
Replace motors.
Recognizing malfunctioning equipment
Disassembling and rebuild equipment
Fabricating parts and tools for repairs
Implementing manufacturer’s directions
Troubleshooting malfunctions
Using precision measuring tools
Inspect Mechanical Components
Test and inspect engines to determine malfunctions, to locate missing and broken parts, and to verify
repairs, using diagnostic instruments.
Dismantle engines, using hand tools, and examine parts for defects.
Estimate Costs
Obtain problem descriptions from customers, and prepare cost estimates for repairs.
Grind Parts
Grind, ream, rebore, and re-tap parts to obtain specified clearances, using grinders, lathes, taps,
reamers, boring machines, and micrometers.
Bolt Objects Into Place
Remove engines from equipment, and position and bolt engines to repair stands.
Computer Skills
Internet Search
E-mail communication
Use of plant-specific preventative and maintenance management systems
Electrical Systems Methods
Uses a multimeter properly
Equipment Selection

Code

6.8.1
6.8.2
6.8.3
6.8.4
6.8.5
6.8.6
6.8.7
6.8.8
6.9
6.9.1
6.9.2
6.9.3
6.9.4
6.9.5
6.9.6
6.9.7
6.9.8
6.9.9
6.9.10
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
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Chooses and applies a type of material to render parts
Compares the differing properties and characteristics of common materials used for additive
manufacturing models
Ensures proper parts are in stock and orders parts, supplies, or equipment from catalogs or suppliers
Plans and lays out repair work
Demonstrates fluency in using technology to assess and troubleshoot issues
Initiates a formal bid process for materials
Evaluates supplier capabilities against a standard set of well-documented criteria
Demonstrates proper storage of additive materials
Follow safety procedures
Read safety documentation
Attend safety classes
Wear personal protective equipment (PPE) Maintain safety devices
Maintain safety devices
Report unsafe work situations
Perform lockout/tagout
Maintain safe work area
Implement safety procedures
Perform first aid and CPR
Follow OSHA guidelines

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics

Code

8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
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Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Code

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Medical Equipment Repairers
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports

Code

Alabama Competency Model Medical Equipment Repairers

5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Mechanical Systems
6.1.1
Pumps and motors
6.1.2
Transport systems (hard pipe, tubing)
6.1.3
Storage facilities – tanks, reservoirs
6.2
Maintenance
6.2.1
Lubricating, inspections, gauge checking, vibration analysis and oil analysis
6.3
Equipment Repair

Code

6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
6.5.8
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.6
6.6.7
6.7
6.7.1
6.7.2
6.7.3
6.7.4
6.7.5
7
7.1
8
8.1

Alabama Competency Model Medical Equipment Repairers
Recognizing malfunctioning equipment
Disassembling and rebuild equipment
Fabricating parts and tools for repairs
Implementing manufacturer’s directions
Troubleshooting malfunctions
Using precision measuring tools
Computer Skills
Internet Search
E-mail communication
Use of plant-specific preventative and maintenance management systems
Conscientiousness
Follows standard, prescribed approaches and protocols / SOPs for completing regular tasks and for
addressing emergency situations
Reviews logs for trends on a regular and timely basis
Completes required documentation of work activities, observations and test results in an accurate and
timely way
Stays aware and alert at all times
Demonstrates reliability and dependability
Identifies and suggests areas for improvement
Keeps legible work records
Demonstrates commitment to public service and public health
Installation & Assembly
Installs, programs, or repairs programmable controllers, robot controllers, end-of-arm tools, or
conveyors
Documents additive manufacturing equipment test procedures and results
Aligns, fits, or assembles component parts
Terminates wires between controllers
Assembles, installs, or repairs key components
Sets up and operates machine tools to repair or fabricate machine parts, fixtures, or tools
Aligns and calibrates new equipment after installation
Electrical Systems Methods
Uses a multimeter properly
Calculates power in an electrical circuit given current and voltage
Installs fuses and circuit breakers in circuits
Inspects circuit breakers to determine if they have been tripped
Recognizes all protective tags and lockout devices used to isolate equipment and components from
hazardous energy sources

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Associate's degree

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management

Code

8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2

Alabama Competency Model Medical Equipment Repairers
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.

Code

8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Medical Equipment Repairers
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Coin, Vending, & Amusement Machine
Servicers & Repairers
ACCCP

Maintenance, Installation & Repair

Alabama Competency Model Coin, Vending, and Amusement Machine
Servicers and Repairers
Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.

Alabama Competency Model Coin, Vending, and Amusement Machine
Servicers and Repairers
Code

1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.

Alabama Competency Model Coin, Vending, and Amusement Machine
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Code

1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.

Alabama Competency Model Coin, Vending, and Amusement Machine
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Code

1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Troubleshooting
Installs and troubleshoots key mechanical components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical components
Installs and troubleshoots electronic sensors and components
Installs and troubleshoots electrical control components
Installs and troubleshoots fluid power components
Installs and troubleshoots programmable components
Technical Documentation
Reads and interprets mechanical drawings
Reads and interprets fluid power (hydraulics/pneumatics)
Reads and interprets electrical drawings

5.2.4

Reads and interprets Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) and process control loop drawings

5.2.5
5.2.6

Reads and interprets vendor information
Ensure updates Drawing packages as revisions are made
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5.2.7
Ability to write technical trouble reports and root cause analysis reports
5.3
Technical Foundations
5.3.1
Mechanical Aptitude and Dexterity
5.3.2
Applied Mathematics
5.3.3
Electrical skills
5.3.4
Reading Blueprints, Technical Documents, and Equipment Specifications
5.3.5
Computer skills (Basic Expertise)
5.3.6
Shop practices (Basic Expertise)
5.3.7
Fluid Power Systems (Basic Expertise)
5.4
Measuring & Indicating Devices
5.4.1
Service indicating and recording instruments
5.4.2
Measure pressure
5.4.3
Measure temperature
5.4.4
Measure level
5.4.5
Measure density
5.4.6
Measure weight
5.4.7
Measure flow (volumetric and mass flow)
5.4.8
Measure consistency and viscosity
5.4.9
Measure and service environmental monitoring devices
5.4.10
Measure vibration
5.4.11
Measure speed
5.4.12
Measure position
5.4.13
Measure motion
5.5
Safety Measures
5.5.1
Personal safety equipment and procedures
5.5.2
Federal (OSHA), State and local laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
5.5.3
Electrical and mechanical machinery and equipment protection
5.5.4
Treatment plant emergency procedures and protocols
5.5.5
Lock out/tag out procedure for safe operations
5.5.6
Awareness of impact of actions on entire system
5.5.7
Handles and stores hazardous materials as assigned
5.5.8
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
5.5.9
Uses and locates eyewash sinks and first-aid kits
Demonstrates, reports, and responds promptly, safely, and appropriately to emergency or hazard
5.5.10
situations and troubleshoots any issues that may arise
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Mechanical Systems
6.1.1
Pumps and motors
6.1.2
Transport systems (hard pipe, tubing)
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6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
6.5.8
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.6
6.6.7
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4

Storage facilities – tanks, reservoirs
Maintenance
Lubricating, inspections, gauge checking, vibration analysis and oil analysis
Equipment Repair
Recognizing malfunctioning equipment
Disassembling and rebuild equipment
Fabricating parts and tools for repairs
Implementing manufacturer’s directions
Troubleshooting malfunctions
Using precision measuring tools
Computer Skills
Internet Search
E-mail communication
Use of plant-specific preventative and maintenance management systems
Conscientiousness
Follows standard, prescribed approaches and protocols / SOPs for completing regular tasks and for
addressing emergency situations
Reviews logs for trends on a regular and timely basis
Completes required documentation of work activities, observations and test results in an accurate and
timely way
Stays aware and alert at all times
Demonstrates reliability and dependability
Identifies and suggests areas for improvement
Keeps legible work records
Demonstrates commitment to public service and public health
Installation & Assembly
Installs, programs, or repairs programmable controllers, robot controllers, end-of-arm tools, or
conveyors
Documents additive manufacturing equipment test procedures and results
Aligns, fits, or assembles component parts
Terminates wires between controllers
Assembles, installs, or repairs key components
Sets up and operates machine tools to repair or fabricate machine parts, fixtures, or tools
Aligns and calibrates new equipment after installation
Electrical Systems Methods
Uses a multimeter properly
Calculates power in an electrical circuit given current and voltage
Installs fuses and circuit breakers in circuits
Inspects circuit breakers to determine if they have been tripped
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6.5.5
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1

Recognizes all protective tags and lockout devices used to isolate equipment and components from
hazardous energy sources

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
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8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, &
Farm Products
ACCCP

Manufacturing Production Process Development

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and
Farm Products
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and
Farm Products
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9
5.1.10
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.2.9
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9
5.4.10
5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Read & Interpret Plans
Identify the symbols on a schematic
Interpret 3D drawings (CAD)
Apply a schematic with fluid power devices
Apply a schematic to electrical devices
Apply a process and instrumentation diagram
Read and interpret technical drawings
Interpret and apply tolerances on component dimensions and specifications
Read specifications on non-English technical drawings
Obtaining information to locate and plan work activities
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (Basic Expertise)
Measurements of Dimensions
Measure accurately hardness, impact strength and related properties of materials
Measure accurately dimensions using scales, micrometers and related tools
Demonstrate knowledge of order of magnitude of measurements and scales
Measure accurately temperature, pressure, force, torque and related quantities
Use correct terms for weight, mass and density in technical tasks
Measure accurately mass using appropriate devices
Perform calibration of instruments and describe the importance of proper calibration
Describe the difference between precision and accuracy
Apply precision metrology devices and inspection tools
Prepare Tests and Analyze Data
Prepare tests and record test details and data neatly and accurately
Demonstrate proficiency in lab notebook skills
Analyze test data, compare and contrast information, draw rational conclusions
Workplace Performance
Demonstrate workplace safety methods
Recall company practices on timeliness, attendance, punctuality, diversity, confidentiality
Practice real time management and housekeeping skills
Work effectively in teams within the workforce or group
Demonstrate flexibility, willingness to learn and ability to solve problems
Recognize what needs to be done to solve a problem and take steps to accomplish it
Exercise independent judgment and willingness to assume responsibility
Apply problem solving methods and continuous improvement techniques
Perform job functions demanding manual dexterity, dynamic and explosive strength
Effectively break out non-documented tasks into a series of tasks or activities
Materials Planning
Plan orders for production activity control and purchasing to implement and control.
Ensure sufficient capacity to implement MRP by using capacity requirements planning.

Code

5.5.3
5.5.4
5.5.5
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3
5.6.4
5.7
5.7.1
6
6.1
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Use the master production schedule, product structure file, inventory record file, and item master file
for the MRP process.
Construct a product tree bill of material when given parents and components.
Calculate the requirements, receipts, orders, and projected availability for a basic MRP record
Calculate Costs
Manage surplus and obsolete inventories.
Understand the methods of valuing inventor y: standard; first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO);
average; and actual cost.
Understand the difference between continuous and period review systems of inventory control.
Effectively calculate the inventory required to restock products or parts with inventory models
including Visual review, Two-bin inventory system, Periodic review, Order point, Time-phased order
point (TPOP), and Just-in-Time (JIT).
Lean Manufacturing Principles
Understand and apply principles of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement.

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Materials Management
Demonstrate knowledge of the operations management structure of the modern manufacturing and
6.1.1
distribution company.
Convert and communicate demand requirements for products and services into detailed plans and
6.1.2
schedules for inventory acquisition
Calculate key inventory performance metrics such as turnover ratios, cost-benefit trade-offs, days of
6.1.3
inventory on hand, labor productivity, and inventory valuation.
6.1.4
Calculate and apply the various costing and valuation methods to inventory management
Have detailed knowledge of manufacturing planning, master production scheduling, product definition,
6.1.5
inventory control, materials requirements planning, capacity requirements planning shop floor control,
warehousing, transportation, and purchasing business functions.
Understand standard enterprise resource planning (ERP) and supply chain management (SCM) system
6.1.6
technologies
6.1.7
Incorporate methods and techniques involved in lean and Just-in-Time (JIT) management.
6.1.8
Implement new technologies.
6.1.9
Be capable of performing human resource management functions.
6.1.10
Participate in strategic planning and control development with senior management
Principles of sustainability, including reverse logistics, reworking product lines, and cutting operational
6.1.11
energy costs
6.2
Standards Time Measurement
6.2.1
Assist manufacturing engineering in the development of process productivity standards.
6.2.2
Calculations for efficiency, utilization, and productivity.
6.2.3
Demonstrate ability to calculate nominal and demonstrated productive capacities
6.2.4
Execution, planning, scheduling, and control

Code
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6.3.6
6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
6.4

Determine the need for material and capacity to address expected demand, execute the resulting
plans, and update planning and financial information to reflect the results.
Plan the management function by defining goals and the tasks and resources needed to attain those
goals.
Schedule a timetable of events and decide when and where certain events will occur.
Control and check errors, taking any corrective action so that deviations from standards are minimized
and stated goals of the organization are achieved in a desired manner
Purchasing
Establish specifications in terms of optimal quantity to purchase, quality required, and the cost impact
on budget.
Select suppliers according to the type of product, quality provided by the supplier, and the possibility of
partnership.
Negotiate contracts that include costs, warranties, delivery, handling, and penalties for late delivering
or cost overruns.
Manage purchasing cycle, including generating requisitions, PO creation, PO follow up, goods reception,
and final payment.
Monitor supplier per formance with a system that monitors, measures, and provides feedback on
supplier per formance.
Provide an uninterrupted flow of materials and services.
Purchase products competitively.
Keep inventory investment to a minimum.
Develop people resources and information tools for productivity optimization
Scheduling Techniques

6.4.1

Implement and determine the appropriate scheduling technique to control capacity at work centers.

6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.2.8
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5

6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.5.7
6.5.8

Finite scheduling
Infinite scheduling
Forward scheduling
Backward scheduling
Inventory
Determine departmental inventory management strategies and objectives.
Know how to set up an effective inventory control department.
Know how to apply trade-off analysis to balance requirements of demand and supply.
Understand the different classes of inventory (raw materials, WIP, finished goods, MRO, service parts,
damaged, and obsolete).
Understand the difference between independent and dependent demand inventory.
Know how to define the five functions of inventor y: cycle inventory, safety inventory, anticipation
inventory, transportation inventory, and hedge inventory.
Know how to determine the elements of inventory decision costs such as fixed, variable, direct,
overhead, and costs
Know how to calculate inventory carrying costs.

Code

6.6

6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
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Supplier Relationships
Form partnerships with suppliers based on mutual business value principles: compatibility of interests,
mutual need, openness, and trust.
Base your degree of involvement with a supplier on a continuum (from simple transactional to strategic
alliance) of how much value-add the supplier creates.
Develop partnerships with suppliers who provide a value proposition in areas including product
development, operations integration and efficiencies, flexibility, and others.
Develop a supplier rating program that monitors and measures per formance while providing timely
feedback to the supply partners

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Bachelor's degree

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management

Code

8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Mechanical Drafters
ACCCP

Manufacturing Production Process Development

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9
5.1.10
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Read & Interpret Plans
Identify the symbols on a schematic
Interpret 3D drawings (CAD)
Apply a schematic with fluid power devices
Apply a schematic to electrical devices
Apply a process and instrumentation diagram
Read and interpret technical drawings
Interpret and apply tolerances on component dimensions and specifications
Read specifications on non-English technical drawings
Obtaining information to locate and plan work activities
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (Basic Expertise)
Measurements of Dimensions
Measure accurately hardness, impact strength and related properties of materials
Measure accurately dimensions using scales, micrometers and related tools
Demonstrate knowledge of order of magnitude of measurements and scales
Measure accurately temperature, pressure, force, torque and related quantities

Code
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5.2.5
Use correct terms for weight, mass and density in technical tasks
5.2.6
Measure accurately mass using appropriate devices
5.2.7
Perform calibration of instruments and describe the importance of proper calibration
5.2.8
Describe the difference between precision and accuracy
5.2.9
Apply precision metrology devices and inspection tools
5.3
Prepare Tests and Analyze Data
5.3.1
Prepare tests and record test details and data neatly and accurately
5.3.2
Demonstrate proficiency in lab notebook skills
5.3.3
Analyze test data, compare and contrast information, draw rational conclusions
5.4
Workplace Performance
5.4.1
Demonstrate workplace safety methods
5.4.2
Recall company practices on timeliness, attendance, punctuality, diversity, confidentiality
5.4.3
Practice real time management and housekeeping skills
5.4.4
Work effectively in teams within the workforce or group
5.4.5
Demonstrate flexibility, willingness to learn and ability to solve problems
5.4.6
Recognize what needs to be done to solve a problem and take steps to accomplish it
5.4.7
Exercise independent judgment and willingness to assume responsibility
5.4.8
Apply problem solving methods and continuous improvement techniques
5.4.9
Perform job functions demanding manual dexterity, dynamic and explosive strength
5.4.10
Effectively break out non-documented tasks into a series of tasks or activities
5.5
Materials Planning
5.5.1
Plan orders for production activity control and purchasing to implement and control.
5.5.2
Ensure sufficient capacity to implement MRP by using capacity requirements planning.
Use the master production schedule, product structure file, inventory record file, and item master file
5.5.3
for the MRP process.
5.5.4
Construct a product tree bill of material when given parents and components.
5.5.5
Calculate the requirements, receipts, orders, and projected availability for a basic MRP record
5.6
Calculate Costs
5.6.1
Manage surplus and obsolete inventories.
Understand the methods of valuing inventor y: standard; first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO);
5.6.2
average; and actual cost.
5.6.3
5.6.4
5.7
5.7.1
6
6.1
6.1.1

Understand the difference between continuous and period review systems of inventory control.
Effectively calculate the inventory required to restock products or parts with inventory models
including Visual review, Two-bin inventory system, Periodic review, Order point, Time-phased order
point (TPOP), and Just-in-Time (JIT).
Lean Manufacturing Principles
Understand and apply principles of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement.

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Machine Tools
Certification and/or competency with machine tools, such as power grinders, milling cutters, drill
presses, lathes, calipers, tool dies, and their dial indicators

Code

6.2

6.2.1
6.3
6.3.1
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
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General Electrical Systems
Experience with installation, identification and repair of wiring, transformers, and circuit breakers and
use of voltmeters, ammeters, and wiring diagrams
General Engineering
Familiarity with processes in mechanical civil engineering, engineering supervision, locomotive
engineering, or being an engineer in training
Computer Design
Experience with using software (e.g. CAD Design, CATIA, Unigraphics, etc.) to assist with mechanical
drafting, drawing preparation, and tool design
Engineering Software
Proficiency with computer software related to modeling (e.g. MATLAB, Wonderware, AnSys) and
computer assisted design (e.g. AutoCAD, Mathcad, SCADA)
Operations Analysis
Analyzing needs and product requirements to create a design using programs such as CAD, AutoCAD,
Civil 3D, and Revit.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Associate's degree

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.

Code

8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Technicians
ACCCP

Manufacturing Production Process Development

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4
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Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Read & Interpret Plans

Code

5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9
5.1.10
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.2.9
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9
5.4.10
5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
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Identify the symbols on a schematic
Interpret 3D drawings (CAD)
Apply a schematic with fluid power devices
Apply a schematic to electrical devices
Apply a process and instrumentation diagram
Read and interpret technical drawings
Interpret and apply tolerances on component dimensions and specifications
Read specifications on non-English technical drawings
Obtaining information to locate and plan work activities
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (Basic Expertise)
Measurements of Dimensions
Measure accurately hardness, impact strength and related properties of materials
Measure accurately dimensions using scales, micrometers and related tools
Demonstrate knowledge of order of magnitude of measurements and scales
Measure accurately temperature, pressure, force, torque and related quantities
Use correct terms for weight, mass and density in technical tasks
Measure accurately mass using appropriate devices
Perform calibration of instruments and describe the importance of proper calibration
Describe the difference between precision and accuracy
Apply precision metrology devices and inspection tools
Prepare Tests and Analyze Data
Prepare tests and record test details and data neatly and accurately
Demonstrate proficiency in lab notebook skills
Analyze test data, compare and contrast information, draw rational conclusions
Workplace Performance
Demonstrate workplace safety methods
Recall company practices on timeliness, attendance, punctuality, diversity, confidentiality
Practice real time management and housekeeping skills
Work effectively in teams within the workforce or group
Demonstrate flexibility, willingness to learn and ability to solve problems
Recognize what needs to be done to solve a problem and take steps to accomplish it
Exercise independent judgment and willingness to assume responsibility
Apply problem solving methods and continuous improvement techniques
Perform job functions demanding manual dexterity, dynamic and explosive strength
Effectively break out non-documented tasks into a series of tasks or activities
Materials Planning
Plan orders for production activity control and purchasing to implement and control.
Ensure sufficient capacity to implement MRP by using capacity requirements planning.
Use the master production schedule, product structure file, inventory record file, and item master file
for the MRP process.
Construct a product tree bill of material when given parents and components.

Code

5.5.5
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3
5.6.4

Alabama Competency Model Electrical and Electronics Engineering Technicians
Calculate the requirements, receipts, orders, and projected availability for a basic MRP record
Calculate Costs
Manage surplus and obsolete inventories.
Understand the methods of valuing inventor y: standard; first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO);
average; and actual cost.
Understand the difference between continuous and period review systems of inventory control.
Effectively calculate the inventory required to restock products or parts with inventory models
including Visual review, Two-bin inventory system, Periodic review, Order point, Time-phased order
point (TPOP), and Just-in-Time (JIT).
Lean Manufacturing Principles
Understand and apply principles of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement.

5.7
5.7.1
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Follow safety procedures
6.1.1
Follow electrical specific (NFPA 70E) saftey procedures.
6.1.2
Maintain safety devices
6.1.3
Perform lockout/tagout
6.1.4
Implement safety procedures
6.2
Troubleshooting
6.2.1
Troubleshoot control system problems
6.2.2
Identify the problem/symptoms
6.2.3
Make initial determination of probable cause of problem
6.2.4
Perform diagnostic tests on hardware and software systems
6.2.5
Interpret diagnostic results
6.2.6
Make recommendations to solve the immediate problem and root cause
6.2.7
Fix the problem
6.2.8
Test solutions
6.2.9
Implement solutions
6.2.10
Monitor solutions
6.2.11
Document the corrections made
6.2.12
Carry out delegated preventative maintenance and routine maintenance procedures
6.2.13
Account for parts and inventory
6.2.14

Assist in tailoring manufacturers’ recommended PM or routine maintenance to local environment

6.2.15
6.2.16
6.2.17
6.2.18
6.2.19
6.2.20

Replace equipment as scheduled
Maintain action/work log
Assemble electrical systems or prototypes, using hand tools or measuring instruments.
Build, calibrate, maintain, troubleshoot, or repair electrical instruments or testing equipment.
Inspect electrical project work for quality control and assurance.
Identify solutions to on-site technical design problems involving electrical systems equipment.

Code

6.2.21
6.2.22
6.2.23
6.2.24
6.2.25
6.2.26
6.2.27

Alabama Competency Model Electrical and Electronics Engineering Technicians
Collaborate with electrical engineers or other personnel to identify, define, or solve developmental
problems.
Set up or operate test equipment to evaluate performance of developmental parts, assemblies, or
systems under simulated operating conditions.
Review existing electrical engineering criteria to identify necessary revisions, deletions, or amendments
to outdated material.
Modify electrical prototypes, parts, assemblies, or systems to correct functional deviations
Prepare, review, or coordinate ongoing modifications to contract specifications or plans.
Interpret test information to resolve design-related problems.
Provide technical assistance in resolving electrical engineering problems encountered before, during, or
after construction.
Install or maintain electrical control systems or solid state equipment.

6.2.28
7
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
7.1
Associate's degree
8
Tier 8: Management Competencies
8.1
Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
8.1.1
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
8.1.2
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
8.1.3
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and risk8.1.4
adjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
8.1.5
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
8.1.6
Practice basic Business communications
8.1.7
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
8.2
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
8.2.1
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
8.2.2
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
8.2.3
revenues exceed total costs.
8.2.4
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
8.2.5
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.

Code

8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Electrical and Electronics Engineering Technicians
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Industrial Engineering Technicians
ACCCP

Manufacturing Production Process Development

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians

3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Read & Interpret Plans

Code

5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9
5.1.10
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.2.9
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9
5.4.10
5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4

Alabama Competency Model Industrial Engineering Technicians
Identify the symbols on a schematic
Interpret 3D drawings (CAD)
Apply a schematic with fluid power devices
Apply a schematic to electrical devices
Apply a process and instrumentation diagram
Read and interpret technical drawings
Interpret and apply tolerances on component dimensions and specifications
Read specifications on non-English technical drawings
Obtaining information to locate and plan work activities
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (Basic Expertise)
Measurements of Dimensions
Measure accurately hardness, impact strength and related properties of materials
Measure accurately dimensions using scales, micrometers and related tools
Demonstrate knowledge of order of magnitude of measurements and scales
Measure accurately temperature, pressure, force, torque and related quantities
Use correct terms for weight, mass and density in technical tasks
Measure accurately mass using appropriate devices
Perform calibration of instruments and describe the importance of proper calibration
Describe the difference between precision and accuracy
Apply precision metrology devices and inspection tools
Prepare Tests and Analyze Data
Prepare tests and record test details and data neatly and accurately
Demonstrate proficiency in lab notebook skills
Analyze test data, compare and contrast information, draw rational conclusions
Workplace Performance
Demonstrate workplace safety methods
Recall company practices on timeliness, attendance, punctuality, diversity, confidentiality
Practice real time management and housekeeping skills
Work effectively in teams within the workforce or group
Demonstrate flexibility, willingness to learn and ability to solve problems
Recognize what needs to be done to solve a problem and take steps to accomplish it
Exercise independent judgment and willingness to assume responsibility
Apply problem solving methods and continuous improvement techniques
Perform job functions demanding manual dexterity, dynamic and explosive strength
Effectively break out non-documented tasks into a series of tasks or activities
Materials Planning
Plan orders for production activity control and purchasing to implement and control.
Ensure sufficient capacity to implement MRP by using capacity requirements planning.
Use the master production schedule, product structure file, inventory record file, and item master file
for the MRP process.
Construct a product tree bill of material when given parents and components.

Code

5.5.5
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3
5.6.4
5.7
5.7.1
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
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Calculate the requirements, receipts, orders, and projected availability for a basic MRP record
Calculate Costs
Manage surplus and obsolete inventories.
Understand the methods of valuing inventor y: standard; first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO);
average; and actual cost.
Understand the difference between continuous and period review systems of inventory control.
Effectively calculate the inventory required to restock products or parts with inventory models
including Visual review, Two-bin inventory system, Periodic review, Order point, Time-phased order
point (TPOP), and Just-in-Time (JIT).
Lean Manufacturing Principles
Understand and apply principles of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement.

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Accurately and properly interpret production specifications in order to set up/plan for production run
Outline operational sequence and steps in production process; identify points of transition between
different employees or machines in the production area and impact on downstream production
Identify and obtain the appropriate raw materials for use in production
Obtain the necessary tools for performing the production run (such as tools to set up or modify
equipment or to prepare or finish production materials)
Set up or program machine according to manufacturer’s and/or employer’s specifications, seeking
support of a qualified programmer or maintenance technician when utilizing appropriate notification
procedures
Set up production run based on recommended run time, production intervals, inspection intervals, or
production requirements
Coordinate production run with others based on supply requirements, product transition and
inspection needs, or employer priorities
Notify appropriate individual of concerns regarding production plans, access to raw materials, run time
or potential delays in production timing, or production quantity/quality
Apply Technical Software
Use commercially available software for analysis, data acquisition and similar tasks
Create and modify technical drawings using computer aided design, including 3D modeling
Demonstrate use of computational software such as Solidworks, Magics, etc
Demonstrate the CAD commands for three-dimensional drawings
Apply the CAD three-dimensional coordinate system for three-dimensional objects

6.2.6

Demonstrate and apply basic software utilities for arranging, detailing, and plotting views of an object

6.2.7
6.2.8
6.2.9

Align, rotate and mirror three dimensional objects
Create and render a three-dimensional model
Perform analyses on the computer model and refine the design.

Code
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6.2.10
Enter and save data for an object drawing
6.2.11
Create an assembly drawing
6.2.12
Apply basic solid modeling commands
6.2.13
Create multiple parts using components of a design tree
6.2.14
Choose and apply a type of material to use to render parts
6.2.15
Demonstrate basic design principles of visual and spatial form as applied to products
6.2.16
Capture physical 3D objects, and reverse engineer accurate CAD models from 3D scans
6.2.17
Describe the fundamentals of material selection for product and system design
6.2.18
Measure and calculate properties of parts
6.2.19
Apply orthographic projection principles to drawing's layouts
6.2.20
Perform analyses on the sketch procedures and refine the sketch design
6.2.21
Perform advanced mating using multiple parts or sub-assemblies
6.2.22
Create and insert render parts into the sheet environment of a solid modeling drawing
6.2.23
Create basic building construction, architectural and object designs in three dimensions
6.3
Coordinate Systems and Test Methodologies
6.3.1
Demonstrate Knowledge of Coordinate Systems and Test Methodologies
6.3.2
Define the terms used in the Coordinate Systems in additive manufacturing
6.3.3
Differentiate part orientation using x, y, z, coordinates in the build platform
6.3.4
Define and illustrate orthogonal orientation notation of a part
6.3.5
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2

Demonstrate the right hand rule for positive rotations with reference to the build volume origin

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Associate's degree

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics

Code

8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
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Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Code

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Electrical and Electronics Drafters
ACCCP

Manufacturing Production Process Development

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Electrical and Electronics Drafters
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4
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Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Read & Interpret Plans

Code

5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9
5.1.10
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.2.9
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9
5.4.10
5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
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Identify the symbols on a schematic
Interpret 3D drawings (CAD)
Apply a schematic with fluid power devices
Apply a schematic to electrical devices
Apply a process and instrumentation diagram
Read and interpret technical drawings
Interpret and apply tolerances on component dimensions and specifications
Read specifications on non-English technical drawings
Obtaining information to locate and plan work activities
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (Basic Expertise)
Measurements of Dimensions
Measure accurately hardness, impact strength and related properties of materials
Measure accurately dimensions using scales, micrometers and related tools
Demonstrate knowledge of order of magnitude of measurements and scales
Measure accurately temperature, pressure, force, torque and related quantities
Use correct terms for weight, mass and density in technical tasks
Measure accurately mass using appropriate devices
Perform calibration of instruments and describe the importance of proper calibration
Describe the difference between precision and accuracy
Apply precision metrology devices and inspection tools
Prepare Tests and Analyze Data
Prepare tests and record test details and data neatly and accurately
Demonstrate proficiency in lab notebook skills
Analyze test data, compare and contrast information, draw rational conclusions
Workplace Performance
Demonstrate workplace safety methods
Recall company practices on timeliness, attendance, punctuality, diversity, confidentiality
Practice real time management and housekeeping skills
Work effectively in teams within the workforce or group
Demonstrate flexibility, willingness to learn and ability to solve problems
Recognize what needs to be done to solve a problem and take steps to accomplish it
Exercise independent judgment and willingness to assume responsibility
Apply problem solving methods and continuous improvement techniques
Perform job functions demanding manual dexterity, dynamic and explosive strength
Effectively break out non-documented tasks into a series of tasks or activities
Materials Planning
Plan orders for production activity control and purchasing to implement and control.
Ensure sufficient capacity to implement MRP by using capacity requirements planning.
Use the master production schedule, product structure file, inventory record file, and item master file
for the MRP process.
Construct a product tree bill of material when given parents and components.

Code

5.5.5
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3
5.6.4
5.7
5.7.1
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.1.8
6.1.9
6.1.10
6.1.11
6.1.12
6.1.13
6.1.14
6.1.15
6.1.16
6.2

Alabama Competency Model Electrical and Electronics Drafters
Calculate the requirements, receipts, orders, and projected availability for a basic MRP record
Calculate Costs
Manage surplus and obsolete inventories.
Understand the methods of valuing inventor y: standard; first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO);
average; and actual cost.
Understand the difference between continuous and period review systems of inventory control.
Effectively calculate the inventory required to restock products or parts with inventory models
including Visual review, Two-bin inventory system, Periodic review, Order point, Time-phased order
point (TPOP), and Just-in-Time (JIT).
Lean Manufacturing Principles
Understand and apply principles of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement.

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

General Engineering

Use computer-aided drafting equipment or conventional drafting stations, technical handbooks, tables,
calculators, and traditional drafting tools, such as boards, pencils, protractors, and T-squares.
Draft working drawings, wiring diagrams, wiring connection specifications, or cross-sections of
underground cables, as required for instructions to installation crew.
Assemble documentation packages and produce drawing sets to be checked by an engineer or an
architect.
Review completed construction drawings and cost estimates for accuracy and conformity to standards
and regulations.
Confer with engineering staff and other personnel to resolve problems.
Measure factors that affect installation and arrangement of equipment, such as distances to be
spanned by wire and cable.
Design electrical systems, such as lighting systems.
Draw master sketches to scale showing relation of proposed installations to existing facilities and exact
specifications and dimensions.
Study work order requests to determine type of service, such as lighting or power, demanded by
installation.
Explain drawings to production or construction teams and provide adjustments, as necessary.
Reproduce working drawings on copy machines or trace drawings in ink.
Determine the order of work and the method of presentation, such as orthographic or isometric
drawing.
Visit proposed installation sites and draw rough sketches of location.
Prepare and interpret specifications, calculating weights, volumes, and stress factors.
Supervise and train other technologists, technicians, and drafters
Familiarity with processes in mechanical civil engineering, engineering supervision, locomotive
engineering, or being an engineer in training
General Electrical Systems

Code

6.2.1
6.3
6.3.1
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
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Experience with installation, identification and repair of wiring, transformers, and circuit breakers and
use of voltmeters, ammeters, and wiring diagrams
Computer Design
Experience with using software (e.g. CAD Design, CATIA, Unigraphics, etc.) to assist with mechanical
drafting, drawing preparation, and tool design
Engineering Software
Proficiency with computer software related to modeling (e.g. MATLAB, Wonderware, AnSys) and
computer assisted design (e.g. AutoCAD, Mathcad, SCADA)
Operations Analysis
Analyzing needs and product requirements to create a design using programs such as CAD, AutoCAD,
Civil 3D, and Revit.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Associate's degree

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.

Code

8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Mechanical Engineering Technicians
ACCCP

Manufacturing Production Process Development

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9
5.1.10
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Read & Interpret Plans
Identify the symbols on a schematic
Interpret 3D drawings (CAD)
Apply a schematic with fluid power devices
Apply a schematic to electrical devices
Apply a process and instrumentation diagram
Read and interpret technical drawings
Interpret and apply tolerances on component dimensions and specifications
Read specifications on non-English technical drawings
Obtaining information to locate and plan work activities
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (Basic Expertise)
Measurements of Dimensions
Measure accurately hardness, impact strength and related properties of materials
Measure accurately dimensions using scales, micrometers and related tools
Demonstrate knowledge of order of magnitude of measurements and scales
Measure accurately temperature, pressure, force, torque and related quantities

Code
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5.2.5
Use correct terms for weight, mass and density in technical tasks
5.2.6
Measure accurately mass using appropriate devices
5.2.7
Perform calibration of instruments and describe the importance of proper calibration
5.2.8
Describe the difference between precision and accuracy
5.2.9
Apply precision metrology devices and inspection tools
5.3
Prepare Tests and Analyze Data
5.3.1
Prepare tests and record test details and data neatly and accurately
5.3.2
Demonstrate proficiency in lab notebook skills
5.3.3
Analyze test data, compare and contrast information, draw rational conclusions
5.4
Workplace Performance
5.4.1
Demonstrate workplace safety methods
5.4.2
Recall company practices on timeliness, attendance, punctuality, diversity, confidentiality
5.4.3
Practice real time management and housekeeping skills
5.4.4
Work effectively in teams within the workforce or group
5.4.5
Demonstrate flexibility, willingness to learn and ability to solve problems
5.4.6
Recognize what needs to be done to solve a problem and take steps to accomplish it
5.4.7
Exercise independent judgment and willingness to assume responsibility
5.4.8
Apply problem solving methods and continuous improvement techniques
5.4.9
Perform job functions demanding manual dexterity, dynamic and explosive strength
5.4.10
Effectively break out non-documented tasks into a series of tasks or activities
5.5
Materials Planning
5.5.1
Plan orders for production activity control and purchasing to implement and control.
5.5.2
Ensure sufficient capacity to implement MRP by using capacity requirements planning.
Use the master production schedule, product structure file, inventory record file, and item master file
5.5.3
for the MRP process.
5.5.4
Construct a product tree bill of material when given parents and components.
5.5.5
Calculate the requirements, receipts, orders, and projected availability for a basic MRP record
5.6
Calculate Costs
5.6.1
Manage surplus and obsolete inventories.
Understand the methods of valuing inventor y: standard; first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO);
5.6.2
average; and actual cost.
5.6.3
5.6.4
5.7
5.7.1
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2

Understand the difference between continuous and period review systems of inventory control.
Effectively calculate the inventory required to restock products or parts with inventory models
including Visual review, Two-bin inventory system, Periodic review, Order point, Time-phased order
point (TPOP), and Just-in-Time (JIT).
Lean Manufacturing Principles
Understand and apply principles of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement.

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Apply Technical Software
Use commercially available software for analysis, data acquisition and similar tasks
Create and modify technical drawings using computer aided design, including 3D modeling

Code
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6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5

Demonstrate use of computational software such as Solidworks, Magics, etc
Demonstrate the CAD commands for three-dimensional drawings
Apply the CAD three-dimensional coordinate system for three-dimensional objects

6.1.6

Demonstrate and apply basic software utilities for arranging, detailing, and plotting views of an object

6.1.7
Align, rotate and mirror three dimensional objects
6.1.8
Create and render a three-dimensional model
6.1.9
Perform analyses on the computer model and refine the design.
6.1.10
Enter and save data for an object drawing
6.1.11
Create an assembly drawing
6.1.12
Apply basic solid modeling commands
6.1.13
Create multiple parts using components of a design tree
6.1.14
Choose and apply a type of material to use to render parts
6.1.15
Demonstrate basic design principles of visual and spatial form as applied to products
6.1.16
Capture physical 3D objects, and reverse engineer accurate CAD models from 3D scans
6.1.17
Describe the fundamentals of material selection for product and system design
6.1.18
Measure and calculate properties of parts
6.1.19
Apply orthographic projection principles to drawing's layouts
6.1.20
Perform analyses on the sketch procedures and refine the sketch design
6.1.21
Perform advanced mating using multiple parts or sub-assemblies
6.1.22
Create and insert render parts into the sheet environment of a solid modeling drawing
6.1.23
Create basic building construction, architectural and object designs in three dimensions
6.2
Troubleshooting
6.2.1
Troubleshoot control system problems
6.2.2
Identify the problem/symptoms
6.2.3
Make initial determination of probable cause of problem
6.2.4
Perform diagnostic tests on hardware and software systems
6.2.5
Interpret diagnostic results
6.2.6
Make recommendations to solve the immediate problem and root cause
6.2.7
Fix the problem
6.2.8
Test solutions
6.2.9
Implement solutions
6.2.10
Monitor solutions
6.2.11
Document the corrections made
6.2.12
Carry out delegated preventative maintenance and routine maintenance procedures
6.2.13
Account for parts and inventory
6.2.14

Assist in tailoring manufacturers’ recommended PM or routine maintenance to local environment

6.2.15
Replace equipment as scheduled
6.2.16
Maintain action/work log
7
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
7.1
Associate's degree

Code

8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
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Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.

Code

8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Chemical Technicians
ACCCP

Manufacturing Production Process Development

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians

3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Read & Interpret Plans

Code

5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7
5.1.8
5.1.9
5.1.10
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.2.9
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9
5.4.10
5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Identify the symbols on a schematic
Interpret 3D drawings (CAD)
Apply a schematic with fluid power devices
Apply a schematic to electrical devices
Apply a process and instrumentation diagram
Read and interpret technical drawings
Interpret and apply tolerances on component dimensions and specifications
Read specifications on non-English technical drawings
Obtaining information to locate and plan work activities
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (Basic Expertise)
Measurements of Dimensions
Measure accurately hardness, impact strength and related properties of materials
Measure accurately dimensions using scales, micrometers and related tools
Demonstrate knowledge of order of magnitude of measurements and scales
Measure accurately temperature, pressure, force, torque and related quantities
Use correct terms for weight, mass and density in technical tasks
Measure accurately mass using appropriate devices
Perform calibration of instruments and describe the importance of proper calibration
Describe the difference between precision and accuracy
Apply precision metrology devices and inspection tools
Prepare Tests and Analyze Data
Prepare tests and record test details and data neatly and accurately
Demonstrate proficiency in lab notebook skills
Analyze test data, compare and contrast information, draw rational conclusions
Workplace Performance
Demonstrate workplace safety methods
Recall company practices on timeliness, attendance, punctuality, diversity, confidentiality
Practice real time management and housekeeping skills
Work effectively in teams within the workforce or group
Demonstrate flexibility, willingness to learn and ability to solve problems
Recognize what needs to be done to solve a problem and take steps to accomplish it
Exercise independent judgment and willingness to assume responsibility
Apply problem solving methods and continuous improvement techniques
Perform job functions demanding manual dexterity, dynamic and explosive strength
Effectively break out non-documented tasks into a series of tasks or activities
Materials Planning
Plan orders for production activity control and purchasing to implement and control.
Ensure sufficient capacity to implement MRP by using capacity requirements planning.
Use the master production schedule, product structure file, inventory record file, and item master file
for the MRP process.
Construct a product tree bill of material when given parents and components.

Code

5.5.5
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3
5.6.4
5.7
5.7.1
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.1.8
6.1.9
6.1.10
6.1.11
6.1.12
6.1.13
6.1.14
6.1.15
6.1.16
6.1.17

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Calculate the requirements, receipts, orders, and projected availability for a basic MRP record
Calculate Costs
Manage surplus and obsolete inventories.
Understand the methods of valuing inventor y: standard; first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO);
average; and actual cost.
Understand the difference between continuous and period review systems of inventory control.
Effectively calculate the inventory required to restock products or parts with inventory models
including Visual review, Two-bin inventory system, Periodic review, Order point, Time-phased order
point (TPOP), and Just-in-Time (JIT).
Lean Manufacturing Principles
Understand and apply principles of lean manufacturing and continuous improvement.

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Laboratory Skills
Demonstrate familiarity with safe laboratory practice
Operate a digital camera to obtain high quality images of technical objects
Select appropriate devices and instruments for measurement of physical phenomena
Operate successfully basic shop machinery and tools
Operate air and gas flow systems and pressure and flow regulators
Operate vacuum equipment and read vacuum data in appropriate units
Practice proven operating methods in clean rooms
Evaluating Information to Determine Compliance with Standards — Using relevant information and
individual judgment to determine whether events or processes comply with laws, regulations, or
standards.
Conduct chemical or physical laboratory tests to assist scientists in making qualitative or quantitative
analyses of solids, liquids, or gaseous materials.
Maintain, clean, or sterilize laboratory instruments or equipment.
Set up and conduct chemical experiments, tests, and analyses, using techniques such as
chromatography, spectroscopy, physical or chemical separation techniques, or microscopy.
Monitor product quality to ensure compliance with standards and specifications.
Prepare chemical solutions for products or processes, following standardized formulas, or create
experimental formulas.
Getting Information — Observing, receiving, and otherwise obtaining information from all relevant
sources.
Interacting With Computers — Using computers and computer systems (including hardware and
software) to program, write software, set up functions, enter data, or process information.
Documenting/Recording Information — Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/magnetic form.
Communicating with Supervisors, Peers, or Subordinates — Providing information to supervisors, coworkers, and subordinates by telephone, in written form, e-mail, or in person.

Code

6.1.18
6.1.19
6.1.20
6.1.21
6.1.22
6.1.23
6.1.24
6.1.25
6.1.26

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Monitor Processes, Materials, or Surroundings — Monitoring and reviewing information from
materials, events, or the environment, to detect or assess problems.
Organizing, Planning, and Prioritizing Work — Developing specific goals and plans to prioritize, organize,
and accomplish your work.
Inspecting Equipment, Structures, or Material — Inspecting equipment, structures, or materials to
identify the cause of errors or other problems or defects.
Processing Information — Compiling, coding, categorizing, calculating, tabulating, auditing, or verifying
information or data.
Controlling Machines and Processes — Using either control mechanisms or direct physical activity to
operate machines or processes (not including computers or vehicles).
Identifying Objects, Actions, and Events — Identifying information by categorizing, estimating,
recognizing differences or similarities, and detecting changes in circumstances or events.
Estimating the Quantifiable Characteristics of Products, Events, or Information — Estimating sizes,
distances, and quantities; or determining time, costs, resources, or materials needed to perform a work
activity.
Handling and Moving Objects — Using hands and arms in handling, installing, positioning, and moving
materials, and manipulating things.
Repairing and Maintaining Electronic Equipment — Servicing, repairing, calibrating, regulating, finetuning, or testing machines, devices, and equipment that operate primarily on the basis of electrical or
electronic (not mechanical) principles.
Analyze chemical compounds or substances.
Interpret research or operational data.
Maintain laboratory or technical equipment.
Set up laboratory or field equipment.
Replace equipment as scheduled
Maintain action/work log

6.1.27
6.1.28
6.1.29
6.1.30
6.1.31
6.1.32
7
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
7.1
Associate's degree
8
Tier 8: Management Competencies
8.1
Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
8.1.1
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
8.1.2
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
8.1.3
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and risk8.1.4
adjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
8.1.5
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.

Code

8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.

Code

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Technicians

8.6.2

Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

8.6.3

Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators,
Metal & Plastic
ACCCP

Production Pathway
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Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.

Alabama Competency Model Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators,
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Code

1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.

Alabama Competency Model Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators,
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.

Alabama Competency Model Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators,
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Code

1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.

Alabama Competency Model Computer-Controlled Machine Tool Operators,
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Code

2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Layout & Benchwork
Lays out the location of hole centers and surfaces with accuracy
Using aluminum or mild steel, hand drills and hand taps holes
Sets up and performs sawing to a layout
Develops a process plan for a part requiring milling, drilling, turning, or grinding
Equipment Operation
Sets up and operates machine tools to perform routine drilling operations
Ensure equipment is set within the required tolerances
Operates common machining equipment
CNC Programming
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6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5

Using the principles of Cartesian coordinates, develops a program for the manufacture of a simple part
Creates a qualified CNC program, sets up and operates the mill, changes tool values as necessary, and
replaces and qualifies tooling as necessary
Sets up and operates a CNC mill or CNC milling center
Writes RS-274 programs
Creates programs using a manufacturing modeling software package
CNC Turning Operations
Sets up and carries out, between centers and with chucks, turning operations
Uses the principles of Cartesian coordinates to develop a program for the manufacture of a simple part
Operates a CNC lathe or turning center
Writes sophisticated programs
Creates programs using a manufacturing modeling software package
Parts Inspection
Given the necessary job process sheet for a part and verbal instructions, identifies and selects the
required measuring instruments and conducts the required inspection procedures
Verifies calibrations and sizes of all measuring devices
Takes measurements to an accuracy of 1/64 for fractions, .002 for decimals and ½ degree for angles
Reads standard orthographic prints and understands types of lines, title block Information, revision
levels, abbreviations, symbols, and tolerances
Identifies surface defects, burrs and any adverse conditions such as flat or torn threads, out of round
conditions, eccentricity, etc.
Ability to operate and program a CMM machine

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
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8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6

Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
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8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Computer Numerically Controlled Machine
Tool Programmers, Metal & Plastic
ACCCP

Production Pathway
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Layout & Benchwork
Lays out the location of hole centers and surfaces with accuracy
Using aluminum or mild steel, hand drills and hand taps holes
Sets up and performs sawing to a layout
Develops a process plan for a part requiring milling, drilling, turning, or grinding
Equipment Operation
Sets up and operates machine tools to perform routine drilling operations
Ensure equipment is set within the required tolerances
Sets up and operates vertical milling machines
Sets up and carries out, between centers and with chucks, turning operations
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6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3

Operates a CNC lathe or turning center
Loads program for operation
Ensures workpieces are properly lubricated and cooled during machine operation
Parts Inspection
Given the necessary job process sheet for a part and verbal instructions, identifies and selects the
required measuring instruments and conducts the required inspection procedures
Verifies calibrations and sizes of all measuring devices
Measure dimensions of part to ensure performance specifications using precision measurement
instruments
Able to read and interpret blueprints and specifications
Identifies surface defects, burrs and any adverse conditions such as flat or torn threads, out of round
conditions, eccentricity, etc.
Ability to operate a CMM machine
Performs tool inspection and tool change

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
Postsecondary nondegree award

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
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8.2.4
8.2.5

Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.

8.2.6

Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.

8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8

Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
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8.9
8.10

Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Cutting, Punching, & Press Machine Setters,
Operators, & Tenders, Metal & Plastic
ACCCP

Production Pathway
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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Code

3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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Code

4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Safety Equipment
Cleans, connects, and verifies shortfeed detectors and sensors
Tests and verifies operation of light curtains and mats
Confirm safety equipment operation
Set or Confirm program tonnage monitor is set to predetermined engineering specifications
Die Setup
Determines and sets shut height
Cleans bolster, ram, and top/bottom of die
Selects clamping devices and aligns and places die in press
Checks, installs, and sets bolster blocks, dies, and material bridge
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6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.2.8
6.2.9
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.5

Replaces/cleans filters and greases/lubes guide components
Sets pilot release, knockouts, air cushion, and manifold pressure
Installs and adjusts lubrication system or equipment
Runs and inspects first parts
Inspects parts for compliance during run, makes adjustments, and seeks approval
Auxiliaries & Press
Operate and set up for production conveyors, stackers, and part-out conveyors
Positions/sets uncoiler, magazine or blank, and material/feeder
Sets/adjusts straightener, feed length, and leveler
Sets tension on slack loop
Sets transfer or automated system or devices and hydraulic and/or pneumatic systems
Orients parts for secondary operations, prepares/positions part-cleaning equipment, and sets/positions
packaging for production
Cleans feed and straightener rollers
Final Requirements
Submits final parts for inspection and receives approval
Completes end-of-run documentation
Removes die from press, stages for storage, and organizes die-clamping devices for next setup
Stages and organizes die-clamping devices for next setup
Empties scrap bins/containers, cleans conveyors and/or chutes, and stages completed parts for pickup

Returns or prepares unused material (pickup or inventory)
Understanding Issues
Operator should recognize a fault and assess if they can recover or bring in maintenance team to reset
6.5.1
the fault
6.5.2
Understands how to read strip
6.5.3
Isolates the cause of why strip is not feeding straight into or through die
6.5.4
Determines why tool steel is chipping or showing premature wear
6.5.5
Determines why die components are breaking
6.5.6
Finds out why scrap or materials are accumulating in the die
6.5.7
Isolates the cause of why a sensor has shut down the press
6.5.8
Know how to strategically think through what may be causing quality defects
6.5.9
think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
6.5.10
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
7
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
7.1
High school diploma or equivalent
8
Tier 8: Management Competencies
8.1
Business Management
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8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1

Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
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8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Lathe & Turning Machine Tool Setters,
Operators, & Tenders, Metal & Plastic
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.2.8
6.2.9
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
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Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Safety Equipment
Cleans, connects, and verifies shortfeed detectors and sensors
Tests and verifies operation of light curtains and mats
Confirm safety equipment operation
Set or Confirm program tonnage monitor is set to predetermined engineering specifications
Die Setup
Determines and sets shut height
Cleans bolster, ram, and top/bottom of die
Selects clamping devices and aligns and places die in press
Checks, installs, and sets bolster blocks, dies, and material bridge
Replaces/cleans filters and greases/lubes guide components
Sets pilot release, knockouts, air cushion, and manifold pressure
Installs and adjusts lubrication system or equipment
Runs and inspects first parts
Inspects parts for compliance during run, makes adjustments, and seeks approval
Auxiliaries & Press
Operate and set up for production conveyors, stackers, and part-out conveyors
Positions/sets uncoiler, magazine or blank, and material/feeder
Sets/adjusts straightener, feed length, and leveler
Sets tension on slack loop
Sets transfer or automated system or devices and hydraulic and/or pneumatic systems
Orients parts for secondary operations, prepares/positions part-cleaning equipment, and sets/positions
packaging for production
Cleans feed and straightener rollers
Final Requirements
Submits final parts for inspection and receives approval
Completes end-of-run documentation

6.4.3

Removes die from press, stages for storage, and organizes die-clamping devices for next setup

6.4.4

Stages and organizes die-clamping devices for next setup

6.4.5

Empties scrap bins/containers, cleans conveyors and/or chutes, and stages completed parts for pickup

6.4.6
6.5

Returns or prepares unused material (pickup or inventory)
Understanding Issues
Operator should recognize a fault and assess if they can recover or bring in maintenance team to reset
the fault
Understands how to read strip

6.5.1
6.5.2

Code
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6.5.3
Isolates the cause of why strip is not feeding straight into or through die
6.5.4
Determines why tool steel is chipping or showing premature wear
6.5.5
Determines why die components are breaking
6.5.6
Finds out why scrap or materials are accumulating in the die
6.5.7
Isolates the cause of why a sensor has shut down the press
6.5.8
Know how to strategically think through what may be causing quality defects
6.5.9
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
6.5.10
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
7
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
7.1
High school diploma or equivalent
8
Tier 8: Management Competencies
8.1
Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
8.1.1
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
8.1.2
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
8.1.3
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and risk8.1.4
adjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
8.1.5
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
8.1.6
Practice basic Business communications
8.1.7
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
8.2
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
8.2.1
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
8.2.2
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
8.2.3
revenues exceed total costs.
8.2.4
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
8.2.5
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
8.2.6
8.3

Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management

Code

8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Machinists
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3

Alabama Competency Model Machinists
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2

Alabama Competency Model Machinists
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code

Alabama Competency Model Machinists

3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Machinists
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials

Code

5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Alabama Competency Model Machinists
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Safety Equipment
Cleans, connects, and verifies shortfeed detectors and sensors
Tests and verifies operation of light curtains and mats
Inspects safety equipment

Code

6.2.4
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2

Alabama Competency Model Machinists
Sets program tonnage monitor to predetermined engineering specifications
Die Setup
Determines and sets shut height
Cleans bolster, ram, and top/bottom of die
Selects clamping devices and aligns and places die in press
Checks, installs, and sets bolster blocks, dies, and material bridge
Replaces/cleans filters and greases/lubes guide components
Sets pilot release, knockouts, air cushion, and manifold pressure
Installs and adjusts lubrication system or equipment
Runs and inspects first parts
Inspects parts for compliance during run, makes adjustments, and seeks approval
Auxiliaries & Press
Installs conveyors, stackers, and part-out conveyors
Positions/sets uncoiler, magazine or blank, and material/feeder
Sets/adjusts straightener, feed length, and leveler
Sets tension on slack loop
Installs/sets transfer or automated system or devices and hydraulic and/or pneumatic systems
Orients parts for secondary operations, prepares/positions part-cleaning equipment, and sets/positions
packaging for production
Cleans feed and straightener rollers
Final Requirements
Submits final parts for inspection and receives approval
Completes end-of-run documentation

6.5.3

Removes die from press, stages for storage, and organizes die-clamping devices for next setup

6.5.4

Stages and organizes die-clamping devices for next setup

6.5.5

Empties scrap bins/containers, cleans conveyors and/or chutes, and stages completed parts for pickup

6.5.6
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.6

Returns or prepares unused material (pickup or inventory)
Operation
Calculate dimensions or tolerances, using instruments, such as micrometers or vernier calipers.
Machine parts to specifications, using machine tools, such as lathes, milling machines, shapers, or
grinders.
Measure, examine, or test completed units to check for defects and ensure conformance to
specifications, using precision instruments, such as micrometers.
Set up, adjust, or operate basic or specialized machine tools used to perform precision machining
operations.
Program computers or electronic instruments, such as numerically controlled machine tools.
Study sample parts, blueprints, drawings, or engineering information to determine methods or
sequences of operations needed to fabricate products.

Code

6.6.7
6.6.8
6.6.9
6.6.10
6.6.11

Alabama Competency Model Machinists
Monitor the feed and speed of machines during the machining process.
Confer with numerical control programmers to check and ensure that new programs or machinery will
function properly and that output will meet specifications.
Operate equipment to verify operational efficiency.
Evaluate machining procedures and recommend changes or modifications for improved efficiency or
adaptability.
Support metalworking projects from planning and fabrication through assembly, inspection, and
testing, using knowledge of machine functions, metal properties, and mathematics.
Set up or operate metalworking, brazing, heat-treating, welding, or cutting equipment.

6.6.12
7
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
7.1
High school diploma or equivalent
8
Tier 8: Management Competencies
8.1
Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
8.1.1
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
8.1.2
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
8.1.3
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and risk8.1.4
adjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
8.1.5
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
8.1.6
Practice basic Business communications
8.1.7
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
8.2
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
8.2.1
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
8.2.2
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
8.2.3
revenues exceed total costs.
8.2.4
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
8.2.5
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1

Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.

Code

8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Machinists
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Molding, Coremaking, & Casting Machine
Setters, Operators, & Tenders, Metal & Plastic
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Molding, Coremaking, and Casting Machine
Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Molding, Coremaking, and Casting Machine
Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Alabama Competency Model Molding, Coremaking, and Casting Machine
Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Alabama Competency Model Molding, Coremaking, and Casting Machine
Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Plastic
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
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Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Mold Functions
Know how molds typically allow chilled water to flow through plastic
Know how to do cooling of the plastic and the extraction of the plastic part from the mold
Understanding of operation of the common types of molds such as two-plate molds, three-plate molds,
cold runner terminology and runnerless molds
Operation
Ability to operate injection molding equipment during production cycle
Monitor quality, document processes and adjustments, and monitor machine settings
Safely operate machinery during entire production cycle
Raw Materials Awareness
Understanding of the different raw materials possibly involved in injection molding
Know how certain machine settings, temperatures, etc. can potentially impact different materials and
plastics.
Know how to safely remove excess materials
Know how to manage any environmental concerns with material removal.
Molding Types
Understanding of the operation and properties associated with using electric injection molding
machines such as servo motor drive systems, ball screw drive mechanism, precision of molding
machines and hydraulic pressure vs. plastic pressure-based machinery.
Automation
Understand how to operate equipment and oversee tasks that are automated with machinery and/or
robotics such as axis robotics and sprue pickers

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.

Code

8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
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Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.

Code
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8.6.2

Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

8.6.3

Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Tool & Die Makers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials

Code

5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
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Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

5.6.7
6
Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
6.1
Work Set-up
6.1.1
Obtains and stages raw materials and verifies bill of materials
6.1.2
Prioritizes and schedules workflow/progression
6.1.3
Determines availability of materials and equipment
6.1.4
Obtains and stages die premanufactured components
6.1.5
Determines grinding and heat-treating allowances
6.1.6
Sketches/highlights critical processing information and specs
6.1.7
Determines machining requirements and processes
6.1.8
Checks safety devices for function
6.1.9
Identifies and determines availability of perishable tooling
6.1.10
Determines resources to adhere to die-building and tryout times
6.1.11
Determines lubrication requirements and plumbing standards
6.2
Machine Components
6.2.1
Moves and stages material and parts for machining (CNC/non-CNC) and polishes parts

Code

6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
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Inspects machined work pieces for quality and compliance and removes burr from machined parts
Assembles Tools & Die
Ensures punch is at die clearance
Mounts and checks details for fit and function, punching tools, and forming tools and components

6.3.3
Installs and fits cutting and drawing tools and components
6.3.4
Installs and sets pressure devices or systems and stripping and holding devices
6.3.5
Establishes and sets die timing and mounts/adjusts CAMs or sliding components
6.3.6
Verifies/adjusts slug clearance and grinds/deburrs and mount parallels
6.3.7
Mounts/aligns in-die assembly and hardware and tapping heads
6.3.8
Installs and sets quick die-change components, scrap removal, and part-ejection devices
6.3.9
Installs quality control (QC) sensors and electronics and die-protection sensors and devices
6.3.10
Aligns upper and lower die assembly and checks/adjusts material feed and level on the bench
6.3.11
Installs/makes guide components and checks for sharp edges on noncutting tools
6.3.12
Verifies presence of or installs balances and levelers and sets blocks
6.4
Conduct Dry Run
6.4.1
Evaluates set up and review press for dry run and/or tryouts, when needed.
6.4.2
Develops blank/trim profiles
6.4.3
Analyzes, solves, and corrects formability problems and runs at proper rate
6.4.4
Inspects and submits tryout parts for quality and conformance
6.5
Coordinate Projects
6.5.1
Reliably follows the instructions of others
6.5.2
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
6.5.3
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
6.5.4
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
6.5.5
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
6.5.6
supervisors, and others
6.5.7
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others
7
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
7.1
Postsecondary nondegree award
8
Tier 8: Management Competencies
8.1
Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
8.1.1
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
8.1.2
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
8.1.3
independent variables.

Code

8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
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Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma

Code

8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Welders, Cutters, Solderers, and Brazers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials

Code

5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
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Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Cutting & Gouging
Describe Oxy-Fuel Cutting (OFC) processes and their applications
Describe Oxy-Fuel Cutting (OFC) equipment and its operation
Perform freehand and guided cuts on low carbon steel (OFC)
Use automatic and semi-automatic cutting machines (OFC)
Describe CAC-A and PAC processes, equipment and their applications
Use CAC-A and PAC cutting and gouging processes and equipment
Fusion & Braze
Describe fusion welding, braze welding and brazing processes and their applications
Describe fusion welding, braze welding and brazing equipment and its operation
Describe filler metals, fluxes and tips used for fusion welding, braze welding and brazing
Describe joint design and weld positions for OFW
Fusion weld on low carbon steel sheet
Braze weld (TB) using the OFW process

Code

6.2.7
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.7
6.7.1
6.7.2
6.7.3
6.7.4
6.7.5
6.7.6
6.7.7
7
7.1
8
8.1
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Silver alloy braze on similar and dissimilar metals
Shielded Metal Arc
Describe the SMAW process
Describe SMAW equipment and its operation
Select electrodes for SMAW
Describe basic joint design and weld positions for SMAW
Describe weld faults and distortion in fabrications in SMAW
Use the SMAW process on low carbon steel plate and pipe
Use the hardsurfacing process on low carbon steel
Describe the SMAW process on grey cast iron
Use the SMAW process on stainless steel and/or low carbon steel plate and pipe
Semi-Automatic & Automatic
Describe GMAW, GMAW-P, FCAW, MCAW and SAW processes and their applications
Describe semi-automatic and automatic welding equipment and its operation
Describe filler metal and shielding gases for semi-automatic and automatic processes
Use the GMAW and GMAW-P process
Use the FCAW process
Use the MCAW process
Use the SAW process
Gas Tungsten Arc
Describe the GTAW process and its application
Describe GTAW equipment and its operation
Describe the application of GTAW for ferrous metals
Use the GTAW process for ferrous metals
Use the GTAW process for stainless steel
Basic Metallurgy
Describe production processes for manufacturing metals
Describe mechanical and physical properties of ferrous and non-ferrous metals
Describe common ferrous, non-ferrous, reactive metals and their weldability
Drawings, Layout & Fabrication
Identify common welding symbols and bolted connections
Read and interpret drawings
Perform basic drafting
Perform mathematical calculations
Interpret and apply mechanical drawings and layout components
Fabricate weldments
Costing and estimating

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management

Code

8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
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Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.

Code

8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Welders, Cutters, Solderers, and Brazers
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Molders, Shapers, and Casters, Except Metal
and Plastic
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Molders, Shapers, & Casters, Except Metal &
Plastic
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Molders, Shapers, & Casters, Except Metal &
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4

Alabama Competency Model Molders, Shapers, & Casters, Except Metal &
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1

Alabama Competency Model Molders, Shapers, & Casters, Except Metal &
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6

Alabama Competency Model Molders, Shapers, & Casters, Except Metal &
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3
6.3.1
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Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Mold Functions
Know how molds typically allow chilled water to flow through plastic
Know how to properly control temperatures of a mold
Understanding of operation of the common types of molds such as two-plate molds, three-plate molds,
cold runner terminology and runnerless molds
Operation
Ability to operate injection molding equipment during production cycle
Monitor quality, document processes and adjustments, and monitor machine settings
Safely operate machinery during entire production cycle
Raw Materials Awareness
Understanding of the different raw materials

6.3.2

Know how certain machine settings, temperatures, etc. can potentially impact different materials.

6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4

Know how to safely remove excess materials
Know how to manage any environmental concerns with material removal.
Molding Types
Understanding of the operation and properties associated with using molding machines and the
mechanical principles behind them.
Automation
Understand how to operate equipment and oversee tasks that are automated with machinery and/or
robotics such as axis robotics and sprue pickers

6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications

Code

8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
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Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

Code

8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

First-Line Supervisors of Production &
Operating Workers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Alabama Competency Model First-Line Supervisors of Production and
Operating Workers
Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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Code

1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Plan Operational Procedures

Plan and establish work schedules, assignments, and production sequences to meet production goals.
Determine standards, budgets, production goals, and rates, based on company policies, equipment and
labor availability, and workloads.
Plan and develop new products and production processes.
Instruct Workers
Conduct employee training in equipment operations or work and safety procedures, or assign
employee training to experienced workers.
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6.2.2

Interpret specifications, blueprints, job orders, and company policies and procedures for workers.

6.2.3

Read and analyze charts, work orders, production schedules, and other records and reports to
determine production requirements and to evaluate current production estimates and outputs.

6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2

Order Materials
Requisition materials, supplies, equipment parts, or repair services.
Calculate labor and equipment requirements and production specifications, using standard formulas.
Determine Production Methods
Recommend or implement measures to motivate employees and to improve production methods,
equipment performance, product quality, or efficiency.
Monitor Equipment
Observe work and monitor gauges, dials, and other indicators to ensure that operators conform to
production or processing standards.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
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8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5

Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
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8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, &
Systems Assemblers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Alabama Competency Model Aircraft Structure, Surfaces, Rigging, and Systems
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Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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Code

4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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Code

5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.1.8
6.2

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Ground Operation
Follows company guidelines for asset protection
Identifies typical ground operation hazards
Conducts preliminary visual aircraft inspection
Services the electrical systems
Marshals and secures the aircraft
Starts and operates the aircraft
Taxis the aircraft
Uses tie-down procedures
Electrical & Electronic Components
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6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3

6.2.6
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4

Adheres to safety practices and procedures for aircraft electrical and electronic power systems
Fabricates, installs, and maintains electrical wiring harnesses
Installs, maintains, and troubleshoots instruments
Interprets electrical control and power schematics to ensure the operation of the system and its
components
Measures voltage, current, and resistance in an electrical circuit to verify system operation and power
levels
Selects, installs, and tests circuit protection devices
Aircraft Structures
Identifies and selects aircraft hardware and materials
Selects, installs, and removes fasteners to include rivets
Forms layout and bends sheet metal
Inspects and repairs composite and nonmetallic structures

6.3.5

Understands and applies bonding techniques and practices on metallic and nonmetallic structures

6.2.4
6.2.5

6.3.6
6.3.7
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.6
6.6.7
7

Fabricates and installs doublers, shelves, brackets, bracing, and support
Installs antennas using proper techniques, bonding, and cable routing
Operational Checks
Follows safety procedures
Applies external power to aircraft and systems
Identifies and properly operates specialty test equipment for avionics and instrument system operation
Knows and understands applicable regulatory requirements for operational testing
Follows operational checkout procedures in equipment installation manual
Troubleshooting
Identifies and locates appropriate technical data for troubleshooting
Reads, understands, and follows technical data for troubleshooting
Knows and understands fault isolation
Identifies malfunctioning equipment and systems
Installation
Understands and specifies equipment required for types of aircraft operations
Identifies current aircraft avionics systems configuration
Reads drawings and interprets symbols and systems schematics
Knows and understands common avionics systems (communications, navigation, surveillance)
Determines wiring interface for a particular avionics installation
Maintains knowledge of installation techniques, including those required for instruments, radios,
antennas, annunciator(s), and displays
Creates or updates electrical load analysis

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
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7.1
8
8.1

8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3

High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
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8.5

8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Engine & Other Machine Assemblers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4
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Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE

Code

5.1.1
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5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

Code

5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.2
6.2.1
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
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Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Repair Parts
Rework, repair, or replace damaged parts or assemblies.
Operate Equipment
Set up and operate metalworking machines, such as milling or grinding machines, to shape or fabricate
parts.
Lay out & Align Parts
Position or align components for assembly, manually or using hoists.
Lay out and drill, ream, tap, or cut parts for assembly.
Assemble Systems
Assemble systems of gears by aligning and meshing gears in gearboxes.
Fasten or install piping, fixtures, or wiring and electrical components to form assemblies or
subassemblies, using hand tools, rivet guns, or welding equipment.
Smooth Metal Surfaces
Remove rough spots and smooth surfaces to fit, trim, or clean parts, using hand tools or power tools.
Apply Lubricants
Maintain and lubricate parts or components.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.

Code

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
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Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

8.6.3

Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

8.6.4

Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping

Code

8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Fiberglass Laminators & Fabricators
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4
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Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE

Code

5.1.1
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5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

Code

5.6.7
6
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1

Alabama Competency Model Fiberglass Laminators and Fabricators
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies
Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.

Code

8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Team Assemblers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Team Assemblers
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code

Alabama Competency Model Team Assemblers

3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials

Code

5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
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Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.2

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Protect Self and Others
Follow employer safety requirements, including the consistent and proper use of protective clothing
and personal safety devices
Maintain a clean and orderly workplace, storing chemicals and corrosive or combustible materials
properly and disposing of waste products according to company policies and local/federal laws and
regulations
Use, store and maintain hand-tools properly to eliminate trip hazards, injury, electrocution or damage
Lift supplies and materials using proper body mechanics and assistive devices, such as hoists, lifts,
forklifts and straps
Report and respond promptly, safely and appropriately to
emergency or hazard situation and troubleshoot any issues that may arise
Use lock-out/tag-out procedures when working with appropriate tools and equipment
Set up for Production

Code

6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.5
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Outline operational sequence and steps in production process; identify points of transition between
different employees or machines in the production area and impact on downstream production
Identify and obtain the appropriate raw materials for use in production
Obtain the necessary tools for performing the production run (such as tools to set up or modify
equipment or to prepare or finish production materials)
Set up or program machine according to manufacturer’s and/or employer’s specifications, seeking
support of a qualified programmer or maintenance technician when utilizing appropriate notification
procedures
Set up production run based on recommended run time, production intervals, inspection intervals or
production requirements
Coordinate production run with others based on supply
requirements, product transition and inspection needs, or employer priorities
Notify appropriate individual of concerns regarding production plans, access to raw materials, run time
or potential delays in production timing or production quantity/quality
Setup, inspect and adjust production equipment prior to the full production run
Set up production equipment to meet production specifications
Inspect production equipment and surrounding work area
Adjust production equipment to meet and maintain production specifications
Notify appropriate individual of potential problems with equipment or machine function, need for
routine maintenance, or concerns about unusual sounds, vibrations, smells or production errors
Operate production equipment according to production schedule and protocols and meeting all safety
requirements
Maintain a neat and orderly work-space ensuring that work area is properly marked or cordoned off
and eliminating or flagging potential trip hazards created by production materials or products
Plan an appropriate production schedule taking into account availability of raw materials and
production capacity of equipment/machines
Utilize raw materials properly, using protective gear and lifting
devices as necessary
Use personal protection devices as necessary and maintain
proper ergonomic positioning relative to equipment or machines, raw materials and production
products
Document run specifications, adjustments, output and quality assurance checks
Apply emergency stop procedures when necessary to avoid personal injury, damage to machinery or
facilities, or spoilage of production run
If emergency stop procedures are employed, begin troubleshooting procedures to fix the equipment,
including documenting issues with equipment and the production run
Produce products that meet or exceed quality, volume and cost requirements

Code

6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5
6.6.6
6.6.7
6.7
6.7.1
6.7.2
6.7.3
6.7.4
6.7.5
6.7.6
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
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Observe production rate as compared to scheduled or projected rate, quantity or volume, and modify
as necessary; notify appropriate individual of potential delays, under-production or potential additional
capacity
Monitor production quality, including the inspection of parts and products, and troubleshoot if
necessary to improve quality and accuracy
Perform product finishing according to production protocols
Document appropriate information, such as product quality parameters, lot numbers or other relevant
information
Clearly and openly communicate concerns about quality or quantity of production with appropriate
individual and colleagues in the production chain
Adjust to changes in production requirements of schedule
Shut down, disassemble, and maintain equipment according to manufacturer’s and employer’s
recommendations and protocols
Shut down equipment according to manufacturer’s instructions or employer’s protocols
Engage emergency shut-down procedures when necessary
Disassemble equipment and components
Clean up tooling, equipment and work spaces
Sanitize equipment according to applicable standards
Note and troubleshoot needed maintenance or repair services and inform appropriate individual or
department, if necessary
Follow preventive maintenance schedule and document
Contribute to the business goals of the organization through continuous
improvement and professional development
Determine the impact of production time, material supply, quality and quantity on the business goals of
the employer, its supply chain and its customers
Understand the proprietary nature of materials and how it relates to the business goals and functions
Makes constructive suggestions regarding ways to improve the production process, workplace
efficiencies or cost control
Participates in cross training activities to expand knowledge and skill set
Helps others learn about the business, the specifics of production and the connection between
production and business goals
Participates in the calculation of costs and revenue, as related to production and business goals

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.

Code

8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
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Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.

Code

8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Butchers & Meat Cutters
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Butchers and Meat Cutters
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4
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Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE

Code

5.1.1
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5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

Code

5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
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Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Order Materials
Estimate requirements and order or requisition meat supplies to maintain inventories.
Cut Meat
Prepare special cuts of meat ordered by customers.
Cut, trim, bone, tie, and grind meats, such as beef, pork, poultry, and fish, to prepare meat in cooking
form.
Shape, lace, and tie roasts, using boning knife, skewer, and twine.
Prepare Meat
Wrap, weigh, label, and price cuts of meat.
Prepare and place meat cuts and products in display counter, so they will appear attractive and catch
the shopper's eye.
Operate Oven or Furnace
Cure, smoke, tenderize and preserve meat.
Record Information
Record quantity of meat received and issued to cooks or keep records of meat sales.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
No formal educational credential

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.

Code

8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8

Alabama Competency Model Butchers and Meat Cutters
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning

Code

8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Butchers and Meat Cutters
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, &
Tenders, Metal & Plastic
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
Tenders, Metal and Plastic
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
Tenders, Metal and Plastic
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code

Alabama Competency Model Multiple Machine Tool Setters, Operators, and
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
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Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Mold Functions
Know how molds typically allow chilled water to flow through plastic
Know how to do cooling of the plastic and the extraction of the plastic part from the mold
Understanding of operation of the common types of molds such as two-plate molds, three-plate molds,
cold runner terminology and runnerless molds
Operation
Ability to operate injection molding equipment during production cycle
Monitor quality, document processes and adjustments, and monitor machine settings
Safely operate machinery during entire production cycle
Raw Materials Awareness
Understanding of the different raw materials possibly involved in injection molding
Know how certain machine settings, temperatures, etc. can potentially impact different materials and
plastics.
Know how to safely remove excess materials
Know how to manage any environmental concerns with material removal.
Molding Types
Understanding of the operation and properties associated with using electric injection molding
machines such as servo motor drive systems, ball screw drive mechanism, precision of molding
machines and hydraulic pressure vs. plastic pressure-based machinery.
Automation
Understand how to operate equipment and oversee tasks that are automated with machinery and/or
robotics such as axis robotics and sprue pickers

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.

Code

8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
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Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.

Code
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8.6.2

Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

8.6.3

Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Welding, Soldering, & Brazing Machine Setters,
Operators, & Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
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Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Cutting & Gouging
Describe Oxy-Fuel Cutting (OFC) processes and their applications
Describe Oxy-Fuel Cutting (OFC) equipment and its operation
Perform freehand and guided cuts on low carbon steel (OFC)
Use automatic and semi-automatic cutting machines (OFC)
Describe CAC-A and PAC processes, equipment and their applications
Use CAC-A and PAC cutting and gouging processes and equipment
Fusion & Braze
Describe fusion welding, braze welding and brazing processes and their applications
Describe fusion welding, braze welding and brazing equipment and its operation
Describe filler metals, fluxes and tips used for fusion welding, braze welding and brazing
Describe joint design and weld positions for OFW
Fusion weld on low carbon steel sheet
Braze weld (TB) using the OFW process
Silver alloy braze on similar and dissimilar metals
Shielded Metal Arc
Describe the SMAW process
Describe SMAW equipment and its operation
Select electrodes for SMAW
Describe basic joint design and weld positions for SMAW
Describe weld faults and distortion in fabrications in SMAW
Use the SMAW process on low carbon steel plate and pipe
Use the hardsurfacing process on low carbon steel
Describe the SMAW process on grey cast iron
Use the SMAW process on stainless steel and/or low carbon steel plate and pipe
Semi-Automatic & Automatic
Describe GMAW, GMAW-P, FCAW, MCAW and SAW processes and their applications
Describe semi-automatic and automatic welding equipment and its operation
Describe filler metal and shielding gases for semi-automatic and automatic processes
Use the GMAW and GMAW-P process
Use the FCAW process
Use the MCAW process
Use the SAW process
Gas Tungsten Arc
Describe the GTAW process and its application
Describe GTAW equipment and its operation
Describe the application of GTAW for ferrous metals

Code

6.5.4
6.5.5
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.7
6.7.1
6.7.2
6.7.3
6.7.4
6.7.5
6.7.6
6.7.7
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
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Use the GTAW process for ferrous metals
Use the GTAW process for stainless steel
Basic Metallurgy
Describe production processes for manufacturing metals
Describe mechanical and physical properties of ferrous and non-ferrous metals
Describe common ferrous, non-ferrous, reactive metals and their weldability
Drawings, Layout & Fabrication
Identify common welding symbols and bolted connections
Read and interpret drawings
Perform basic drafting
Perform mathematical calculations
Interpret and apply mechanical drawings and layout components
Fabricate weldments
Costing and estimating

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for

Code
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8.2.5

This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.

8.2.6

Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.

8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Cabinetmakers & Bench Carpenters
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3

Alabama Competency Model Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4

Alabama Competency Model Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE

Code

5.1.1

Alabama Competency Model Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

Code

5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6

Alabama Competency Model Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Assemble Wood Products
Produce or assemble components of articles, such as store fixtures, office equipment, cabinets, or highgrade furniture.
Reinforce joints with nails or other fasteners to prepare articles for finishing.
Attach parts or subassemblies together to form completed units, using glue, dowels, nails, screws, or
clamps.
Interpret drawings and layout components
Utilize measurement tools to verify quality and fit of the pieces.
Operate Equipment
Program computers to operate machinery.
Set up or operate machines, including power saws, jointers, mortisers, tenoners, molders, or shapers,
to cut, mold, or shape woodstock or wood substitutes.
Trim Materials
Cut timber to the right size and shape and trim parts of joints to ensure a snug fit, using hand tools,
such as planes, chisels, or wood files.
Trim, sand, or scrape surfaces or joints to prepare articles for finishing.
Apply Protective Coatings
Dip, brush, or spray assembled articles with protective or decorative finishes, such as stain, varnish,
paint, or lacquer.
Drill Holes
Bore holes for insertion of screws or dowels, by hand or using boring machines.
Shape Surfaces or Edges
Perform final touch-ups with sandpaper or steel wool.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications

Code

8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2

Alabama Competency Model Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

Code

8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Cabinetmakers and Bench Carpenters
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
Operators, & Gaugers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
Operators, and Gaugers
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
Operators, and Gaugers
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
Operators, and Gaugers
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
Operators, and Gaugers
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
Operators, and Gaugers
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
Operators, and Gaugers
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Petroleum Pump System Operators, Refinery
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
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Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Operate Pumping Systems

6.1.1

Control or operate manifold and pumping systems to circulate liquids through a petroleum refinery.

6.1.2

Operate auxiliary equipment and control multiple processing units during distilling or treating
operations, moving controls that regulate valves, pumps, compressors, and auxiliary equipment.

6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2

Monitor Equipment Operation
Monitor process indicators, instruments, gauges, and meters to detect and report any possible
problems.
Read automatic gauges at specified intervals to determine the flow rate of oil into or from tanks, and
the amount of oil in tanks.
Patrol units to monitor the amount of oil in storage tanks, and to verify that activities and operations
are safe, efficient, and in compliance with regulations.
Clean Equipment & Work Area
Clean interiors of processing units by circulating chemicals and solvents within units.
Conduct general housekeeping of units, including wiping up oil spills and performing general cleaning
duties.
Test Materials
Perform tests to check the qualities and grades of products, such as assessing levels of bottom
sediment, water, and foreign materials in oil samples, using centrifugal testers.
Repair Equipment
Maintain and repair equipment, or report malfunctioning equipment to supervisors so that repairs can
be scheduled.
Inspect pipelines, tightening connections and lubricating valves as necessary.
Adjust Equipment Controls
Start pumps and open valves or use automated equipment to regulate the flow of oil in pipelines and
into and out of tanks.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.

Code

8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
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Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract

Code

8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Chemical Equipment Operators & Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Equipment Operators and Tenders
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
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Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4
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Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE

Code

5.1.1

Alabama Competency Model Chemical Equipment Operators and Tenders

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

Code

5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.2
6.2.1
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Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Maintain Equipment
Make minor repairs, lubricate, and maintain equipment, using hand tools.
Operate Chemical or Water Treatment Systems
Control or operate equipment in which chemical changes or reactions take place during the processing
of industrial or consumer products.

6.2.2

Inspect equipment or units to detect leaks or malfunctions, shutting equipment down, if necessary.

6.3
6.3.1
6.4

Operate Pumping Systems
Open valves or start pumps, agitators, reactors, blowers, or automatic feed of materials.
Clean Equipment
Add treating or neutralizing agents to products, and pump products through filters or centrifuges to
remove impurities or to precipitate products.

6.4.1
6.4.2

Drain equipment, and pump water or other solutions through to flush and clean tanks or equipment.

6.4.3
6.5
6.5.1
6.6

Flush or clean equipment, using steam hoses or mechanical reamers.
Mix Substances
Measure, weigh, and mix chemical ingredients, according to specifications.
Test Materials
Test product samples for specific gravity, chemical characteristics, pH levels, concentrations, or
viscosities, or send them to laboratories for testing.
Monitor Instruments
Monitor gauges, recording instruments, flowmeters, or products to ensure that specified conditions are
maintained.

6.6.1
6.7
6.7.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications

Code

8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
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Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.

Code

8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Crushing, Grinding, & Polishing Machine
Setters, Operators, & Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway
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Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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Code

1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Prepare Machinery & Materials
Set up, operate, or tend machines that crush, grind or polish or slice materials, such as glass, stone,
cork, rubber, tobacco, food, paper, or insulating material.
Review work orders, blueprints, specifications, or job samples to determine components, settings, and
adjustments for cutting and slicing machines.
Examine, measure, and weigh materials or products to verify conformance to specifications, using
measuring devices, such as rulers, micrometers, or scales.
Select and install machine components, such as cutting blades, rollers, and templates, according to
specifications, using hand tools.
Start machines to verify setups, and make any necessary adjustments.
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6.1.6
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.4

Clean and lubricate machines, conveyors, blades, saws, or knives, using steam hoses, scrapers, brushes,
or oil cans.
Equipment Operation
Press buttons, pull levers, or depress pedals to start and operate cutting and slicing machines.
Feed stock into machines, onto conveyors, by threading, guiding, pushing, or turning handwheels.
Stack and sort material for packaging, further processing, or shipping, according to types and sizes of
material.
Remove completed materials or products from machines, and stack or store them for additional
processing.
Position stock along lines, or against stops on beds of machines.
Start pumps to circulate water and abrasives onto blades or cables during processing.
Type instructions on computer keyboards, push buttons to activate computer programs, or manually
set guides, clamps, and knives.
Understanding Issues
Monitor operation of machines to detect malfunctions or to determine whether supplies need
replenishment.
Adjust machine controls to alter position, alignment, speed, or pressure.
Remove defective or substandard materials from machines, and readjust machine components so that
products meet standards.
Manage Stock

6.4.1

Maintain production records, such as quantities, types, and dimensions of materials produced.

6.4.2

Move stock or scrap to and from machines manually, or by using carts, handtrucks, or lift trucks.

6.4.3
6.4.4
7
7.1
8
8.1

Operate cranes, or signal crane operators to position or remove stone from cars or saw beds.
Mark lines or identifying information on stock, using marking pencils, rulers, or scribes.

8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
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8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6

Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
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8.6

8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Mixing & Blending Machine Setters, Operators,
& Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3

Alabama Competency Model Mixing and Blending Machine Setters, Operators,
and Tenders
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

6.3.2

Prepare Machinery & Materials
Weigh or measure materials, ingredients, or products to ensure conformance to requirements.
Compound or process ingredients or dyes, according to formulas.
Read work orders to determine production specifications or information.
Clean and maintain equipment, using hand tools.
Open valves to drain slurry from mixers into storage tanks.
Equipment Operation
Observe production or monitor equipment to ensure safe and efficient operation.
Dump or pour specified amounts of materials into machinery or equipment.
Mix or blend ingredients by starting machines and mixing for specified times.
Operate or tend machines to mix or blend any of a wide variety of materials, such as spices, dough
batter, tobacco, fruit juices, chemicals, livestock feed, food products, color pigments, or explosive
ingredients.
Add or mix chemicals or ingredients for processing, using hand tools or other devices.
Stop mixing or blending machines when specified product qualities are obtained and open valves and
start pumps to transfer mixtures.
Tend accessory equipment, such as pumps or conveyors, to move materials or ingredients through
production processes.
Understanding Issues
Examine materials, ingredients, or products visually or with hands to ensure conformance to
established standards.
Collect samples of materials or products for laboratory testing.

6.3.3

Test samples of materials or products to ensure compliance with specifications, using test equipment.

6.3.4

Dislodge and clear jammed materials or other items from machinery or equipment, using hand tools.

6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.3
6.3.1

6.4

Manage Stock

6.4.1

Transfer materials, supplies, or products between work areas, using moving equipment or hand tools.

6.4.2
6.4.3
7
7.1
8
8.1

Record operational or production data on specified forms.
Unload mixtures into containers or onto conveyors for further processing.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management

Code

8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2

Alabama Competency Model Mixing and Blending Machine Setters, Operators,
and Tenders
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.

Code

8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Mixing and Blending Machine Setters, Operators,
and Tenders
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Cutting & Slicing Machine Setters, Operators,
& Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Alabama Competency Model Cutting and Slicing Machine Setters, Operators,
and Tenders
Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.

Alabama Competency Model Cutting and Slicing Machine Setters, Operators,
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Code

1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.

Alabama Competency Model Cutting and Slicing Machine Setters, Operators,
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Code

1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Prepare Machinery & Materials
Set up, operate, or tend machines that cut or slice materials, such as glass, stone, cork, rubber, tobacco,
food, paper, or insulating material.
Review work orders, blueprints, specifications, or job samples to determine components, settings, and
adjustments for cutting and slicing machines.
Examine, measure, and weigh materials or products to verify conformance to specifications, using
measuring devices, such as rulers, micrometers, or scales.
Select and install machine components, such as cutting blades, rollers, and templates, according to
specifications, using hand tools.
Start machines to verify setups, and make any necessary adjustments.
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6.1.6
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.4

Clean and lubricate cutting machines, conveyors, blades, saws, or knives, using steam hoses, scrapers,
brushes, or oil cans.
Equipment Operation
Press buttons, pull levers, or depress pedals to start and operate cutting and slicing machines.
Feed stock into cutting machines, onto conveyors, or under cutting blades, by threading, guiding,
pushing, or turning handwheels.
Stack and sort cut material for packaging, further processing, or shipping, according to types and sizes
of material.
Remove completed materials or products from cutting or slicing machines, and stack or store them for
additional processing.
Position stock along cutting lines, or against stops on beds of scoring or cutting machines.
Start pumps to circulate water and abrasives onto blades or cables during cutting.
Type instructions on computer keyboards, push buttons to activate computer programs, or manually
set cutting guides, clamps, and knives.
Understanding Issues
Monitor operation of cutting or slicing machines to detect malfunctions or to determine whether
supplies need replenishment.
Adjust machine controls to alter position, alignment, speed, or pressure.
Remove defective or substandard materials from machines, and readjust machine components so that
products meet standards.
Manage Stock

6.4.1

Maintain production records, such as quantities, types, and dimensions of materials produced.

6.4.2

Move stock or scrap to and from machines manually, or by using carts, handtrucks, or lift trucks.

6.4.3
6.4.4
7
7.1
8
8.1

Operate cranes, or signal crane operators to position or remove stone from cars or saw beds.
Mark cutting lines or identifying information on stock, using marking pencils, rulers, or scribes.

8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
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8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6

Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
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8.6

8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Extruding, Forming, Pressing, & Compacting
Machine Setters, Operators, & Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Mold Functions
Know how molds typically allow chilled water to flow through plastic
Know how to do cooling of the plastic and the extraction of the plastic part from the mold
Understanding of operation of the common types of molds such as two-plate molds, three-plate molds,
cold runner terminology and runnerless molds
Operation
Ability to operate injection molding equipment during production cycle
Monitor quality, document processes and adjustments, and monitor machine settings
Safely operate machinery during entire production cycle
Raw Materials Awareness
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6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5

Understanding of the different raw materials possibly involved in injection molding
Know how certain machine settings, temperatures, etc. can potentially impact different materials and
plastics.
Know how to safely remove excess materials
Know how to manage any environmental concerns with material removal.
Molding Types
Understanding of the operation and properties associated with using electric injection molding
machines such as servo motor drive systems, ball screw drive mechanism, precision of molding
machines and hydraulic pressure vs. plastic pressure-based machinery.
Automation
Understand how to operate equipment and oversee tasks that are automated with machinery and/or
robotics such as axis robotics and sprue pickers

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
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8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.2
6.2.1

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Adjust Temperature Controls
Press and adjust controls to activate, set, and regulate equipment according to specifications.
Melt or refine metal before casting, calculating required temperatures, and observe metal color,
adjusting controls as necessary to maintain required temperatures.
Load Materials
Feed fuel, such as coal and coke, into fireboxes or onto conveyors, and remove ashes from furnaces,
using shovels and buckets.

6.2.2

Load equipment receptacles or conveyors with material to be processed, by hand or using hoists.

6.2.3

Weigh and measure specified amounts of ingredients for processing
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6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5

Maintain Equipment
Replace worn or defective equipment parts, using hand tools.
Clean, lubricate, and adjust equipment, using scrapers, solvents, air hoses, oil, and hand tools.
Clear Equipment Jams
Stop equipment and clear blockages or jams, using fingers, wire, or hand tools.
Skim Impurities
Sprinkle chemicals on the surface of molten metal to bring impurities to surface and remove impurities,
using strainers.
Test Materials
Examine or test samples of processed substances, or collect samples for laboratory testing, to ensure
conformance to specifications.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
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8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE

Code

5.1.1

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

Code

5.6.7
6
6.1

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Make Patterns

6.1.1

Mark and drill holes in jewelry mountings in order to center stones according to design specifications.

6.1.2

Lay out designs on metal stock, and cut along markings to fabricate pieces used to cast metal molds.

6.1.3

Chase decorative designs on silver blanks that are to be used as models for steel production dies.

6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.7

Repair Devices
Make repairs, such as enlarging or reducing ring sizes, soldering pieces of jewelry together, and
replacing broken clasps and mountings.
Alter existing jewelry mountings in order to reposition jewels or to adjust mountings.
Build Molds
Construct preliminary models of wax, metal, clay, or plaster, and form sample castings in molds.
Design and fabricate molds, models, and machine accessories, and modify hand tools used to cast
metal and jewelry pieces.
Assemble and secure mold sections used to cast metal articles and pieces.
Build sand molds in flasks, following patterns and heat flasks to dry and harden molds, using furnaces or
torches.
Engrave Designs
Mark, engrave, or emboss designs on metal pieces such as castings, wire, or jewelry, following
specifications.
Cut designs in molds or other materials to be used as models in the fabrication of metal and jewelry
products.
Polish Products
Smooth soldered joints and rough spots, using hand files and emery paper, and polish smoothed areas
with polishing wheels or buffing wire.
Clean and polish metal items and jewelry pieces, using jewelers' tools, polishing wheels, and chemical
baths.
Shape Metal Workpieces
Cut, shape, and smooth gemstones, pearls, and metal pieces, using abrasives, grinding stones, and
power and hand tools.
Soften metal to be used in designs by heating it with a gas torch and shape it, using hammers and dies.
Design Jewelry

6.7.1

Create jewelry from materials such as gold, silver, platinum, and precious or semiprecious stones.

6.7.2
6.7.3

Write or modify design specifications such as the metal contents and weights of items.
Create new jewelry designs and modify existing designs, using computers as necessary.

Code

6.7.4
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Research and analyze reference materials, and consult with interested parties in order to develop new
products or modify existing designs.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.

Code

8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Jewelers and Precious Stone and Metal Workers
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Dental Laboratory Technicians
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension

Code

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
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Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.

Code

2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies

Code
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3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.

Code

3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
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Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions

Code
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3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3

Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
3.4.3.1
parts of the system.
3.4.3.2
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
3.4.3.3
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3

Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.

Code

3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
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Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.

Code

3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3

Alabama Competency Model Dental Laboratory Technicians
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.

Code

3.9.3.4
4

Alabama Competency Model Dental Laboratory Technicians
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE

Code

5.1.1

Alabama Competency Model Dental Laboratory Technicians

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6

Code

5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.4
6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2

Alabama Competency Model Dental Laboratory Technicians
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Construct Dental Devices
Fabricate, alter, or repair dental devices, such as dentures, crowns, bridges, inlays, or appliances for
straightening teeth.
Build and shape wax teeth, using small hand instruments and information from observations or
dentists' specifications.
Cast Molds
Create a model of patient's mouth by pouring plaster into a dental impression and allowing plaster to
set.
Mold wax over denture setups to form the full contours of artificial gums.
Solder Parts
Shape and solder wire and metal frames or bands for dental products, using soldering irons and hand
tools.
Fill Imperfections
Fill chipped or low spots in surfaces of devices, using acrylic resins.
Trim Excess Materials
Remove excess metal or porcelain and polish surfaces of prostheses or frameworks, using polishing
machines.
Measure Client Fit
Place tooth models on apparatus that mimics bite and movement of patient's jaw to evaluate
functionality of model.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics

Code

8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3

Alabama Competency Model Dental Laboratory Technicians
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Code

8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Dental Laboratory Technicians
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Packaging & Filling Machine Operators &
Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and
Tenders
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and
Tenders
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Alabama Competency Model Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and
Tenders
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Alabama Competency Model Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and
Tenders
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4

Alabama Competency Model Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and
Tenders
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1

Alabama Competency Model Packaging and Filling Machine Operators and
Tenders
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
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Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

6.2.5

Manage Stock
Attach identification labels to finished packaged items, or cut stencils and stencil information on
containers, such as lot numbers or shipping destinations.
Sort, grade, weigh, and inspect products, verifying and adjusting product weight or measurement to
meet specifications.
Stack finished packaged items, or wrap protective material around each item, and pack the items in
cartons or containers.
Stock and sort product for packaging or filling machine operation, and replenish packaging supplies,
such as wrapping paper, plastic sheet, boxes, cartons, glue, ink, or labels.
Count and record finished and rejected packaged items.
Understanding Issues
Stop or reset machines when malfunctions occur, clear machine jams, and report malfunctions to a
supervisor.
Observe machine operations to ensure quality and conformity of filled or packaged products to
standards.
Remove finished packaged items from machine and separate rejected items.
Monitor the production line, watching for problems such as pile-ups, jams, or glue that isn't sticking
properly.
Inspect and remove defective products and packaging material.

6.2.6

Clean and remove damaged or otherwise inferior materials to prepare raw products for processing.

6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2

Equipment Operation
Start machine by engaging controls.
Tend or operate machine that packages product.
Clean, oil, and make minor adjustments or repairs to machinery and equipment, such as opening valves
or setting guides.
Regulate machine flow, speed, or temperature.
Package the product in the form in which it will be sent out, for example, filling bags with flour from a
chute or spout.
Secure finished packaged items by hand tying, sewing, gluing, stapling, or attaching fastener.
Prepare Machinery & Materials
Adjust machine components and machine tension and pressure according to size or processing angle of
product.
Supply materials to spindles, conveyors, hoppers, or other feeding devices and unload packaged
product.

6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4

6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3

Clean packaging containers, line and pad crates, or assemble cartons to prepare for product packing.

Code

7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
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Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.

Code

8.5

8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Coating, Painting, & Spraying Machine Setters,
Operators, & Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Alabama Competency Model Coating, Painting, and Spraying Machine Setters,
Operators, and Tenders
Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
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Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Operate Equipment

6.1.1

Operate lifting or moving devices to move equipment or materials to access areas to be painted.

6.1.2

Monitor painting operations to identify flaws, such as blisters or streaks, and correct their causes.

6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4

Apply Protective Coatings
Sand and apply sealer to properly dried finish.
Use brush to hand-paint areas in need of retouching or unreachable with a spray gun.
Spray prepared surfaces with specified amounts of primers and decorative or finish coatings.
Allow the sprayed product to dry and touch up any missed spots.
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6.2.5
6.2.6
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

Apply rust-resistant undercoats and caulk and seal seams.
Apply primer over any repairs made to surfaces.
Smooth Metal Surfaces
Sand vehicle surfaces between coats of paint or primer to remove flaws and enhance adhesion for
subsequent coats.
Fill small dents or scratches with body fillers and smooth surfaces to prepare product for painting.
Adjust Temperature Controls
Adjust controls on infrared ovens, heat lamps, portable ventilators, or exhaust units to speed the drying
of product between coats.
Pour paint into spray guns and adjust nozzles and paint mixes for proper paint flow and coating
thickness.
Mix Ingredients
Mix paints to match color specifications or products' original colors, stirring or thinning paints, using
spatulas or power mixing equipment.
Dispose of Waste
Dispose of hazardous waste in an appropriate manner.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
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8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3

Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
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8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Painters, Transportation Equipment
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
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Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials

Code

5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
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Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Operate Equipment

6.1.1

Operate lifting or moving devices to move equipment or materials to access areas to be painted.

6.1.2

Monitor painting operations to identify flaws, such as blisters or streaks, and correct their causes.

6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.3

Apply Protective Coatings
Sand and apply sealer to properly dried vehicle finish.
Use brush to hand-paint areas in need of retouching or unreachable with a spray gun.
Spray prepared surfaces with specified amounts of primers and decorative or finish coatings.
Allow the sprayed product to dry and touch up any missed spots.
Apply rust-resistant undercoats and caulk and seal seams.
Apply primer over any repairs made to vehicle surfaces.
Smooth Metal Surfaces

Code
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6.3.1

Sand vehicle surfaces between coats of paint or primer to remove flaws and enhance adhesion for
subsequent coats.

6.3.2

Fill small dents or scratches with body fillers and smooth surfaces to prepare vehicles for painting.

6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5

Adjust Temperature Controls
Adjust controls on infrared ovens, heat lamps, portable ventilators, or exhaust units to speed the drying
of vehicles between coats.
Pour paint into spray guns and adjust nozzles and paint mixes for proper paint flow and coating
thickness.
Mix Ingredients
Mix paints to match color specifications or vehicles' original colors, stirring or thinning paints, using
spatulas or power mixing equipment.
Dispose of Waste
Dispose of hazardous waste in an appropriate manner.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.

Code

8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Paper Goods Machine Setters, Operators, &
Tenders
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3

Alabama Competency Model Paper Goods Machine Setters, Operators, and
Tenders
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.

Code

1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations

Code

1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong
Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.

Code

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.

Code

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
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Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.

Code

2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
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Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning

Code

2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
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Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

Code
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3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.

Code

3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
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Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.

Code

3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
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Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.

Code

3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
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Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork

Code

3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
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Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.

Code

3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4
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Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems

4.1

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9

Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Code

5
5.1
5.1.1
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Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials
Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision

5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

5.6.4
5.6.5

Code

5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4
6.4.1

Alabama Competency Model Paper Goods Machine Setters, Operators, and
Tenders
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Prepare Machinery & Materials
Start machines and move controls to regulate tension on pressure rolls, to synchronize speed of
machine components, and to adjust temperatures of glue or paraffin.
Install attachments to machines for gluing, folding, printing, or cutting.
Place rolls of paper or cardboard on machine feed tracks, and thread paper through gluing, coating, and
slitting rollers.
Fill glue and paraffin reservoirs, and position rollers to dispense glue onto paperboard.
Equipment Operation
Cut products to specified dimensions, using hand or power cutters.
Measure, space, and set saw blades, cutters, and perforators, according to product specifications.
Understanding Issues
Observe operation of various machines to detect and correct machine malfunctions such as improper
forming, glue flow, or pasteboard tension.
Examine completed work to detect defects and verify conformance to work orders, and adjust
machinery as necessary to correct production problems.
Disassemble machines to maintain, repair, or replace broken or worn parts, using hand or power tools.
Adjust guide assemblies, forming bars, and folding mechanisms according to specifications, using hand
tools.
Manage Stock
Monitor finished cartons as they drop from forming machines into rotating hoppers and into gravity
feed chutes to prevent jamming.

6.4.2

Stamp products with information such as dates, using hand stamps or automatic stamping devices.

6.4.3
6.4.4
7
7.1
8
8.1

Remove finished cores, and stack or place them on conveyors for transfer to other work areas.
Lift tote boxes of finished cartons, and dump cartons into feed hoppers.

8.1.1
8.1.2

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.

Code

8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4

Alabama Competency Model Paper Goods Machine Setters, Operators, and
Tenders
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract

Code

8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Alabama Competency Model Paper Goods Machine Setters, Operators, and
Tenders
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Machine Feeders & Offbearers
ACCCP

Production Pathway

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Machine Feeders and Offbearers
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code

Alabama Competency Model Machine Feeders and Offbearers

3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.3.1
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Machine Safety & PPE
Identifies areas in plant that require hearing devices and safety glasses
Proper clothing required on the job to include shoes, gloves, sleeve and pant length, jewelry items, hair
length and personal cleanliness
Demonstrates OSHA lifting techniques, proper air gun usage and identification, and safe chip handling
techniques
Identifies all pinch points on primary and supportive machine tools and the proper placements of
guards
Demonstrates both emergency and standard shutdown of all required equipment
Demonstrates the proper use of hand tools to include hammer, wrenches, screw drivers, punches and
pliers
General Troubleshooting
Think through what may be causing machine / equipment issues
Quickly brainstorm and implement approaches to address these concerns
Inspects Raw Materials/Parts
Measures size of raw materials

Code

5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.3.7
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
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Verify correct material/parts are prepared for the given job
Checks surface finish for detects and flaws
Identifies material by type
Verifies calibration of measurement devices
Converts measurements
Locates center lines, checks fit and form using gagging, and measures threads
Production
Understand how to run the process
Starts and stops equipment
Monitors, removes and replaces, and replenishes parts if necessary

5.4.4

Monitor machine operation and notify appropriate party of variation from given parameters occurs

5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.2
5.6.3

Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools
Setup Preparation
Reliably follows the instructions of others
Willingly asks questions about things not fully understood
Works with due regard for the safety of others
Establishes a system of maintaining appropriate notes and reminders and completes any required logs,
calibration records, etc.
Ensures proper communications between previous and next shifts, with both operations and
supervision
Identifies problems and changes that could lead to problems by exchanging information with operators,
supervisors, and others
Establishes trust and rapport with operators, supervisors, and others

5.6.4
5.6.5
5.6.6
5.6.7
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Operate Conveyers

Push dual control buttons and move controls to start, stop, or adjust machinery and equipment.
Open and close gates of belt and pneumatic conveyors on machines that are fed directly from
preceding machines.
Package Materials
Remove materials and products from machines and equipment, and place them in boxes, trucks or
conveyors, using hand tools and moving devices.
Fasten, package, or stack materials and products, using hand tools and fastening equipment.
Load Materials
Load materials and products into machines and equipment, or onto conveyors, using hand tools and
moving devices.
Add chemicals, solutions, or ingredients to machines or equipment as required by the manufacturing
process.

Code

6.4

6.4.1
6.5
6.5.1
6.6
6.6.1
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
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Clean Machinery & Facilities
Clean and maintain machinery, equipment, and work areas to ensure proper functioning and safe
working conditions.
Shovel Materials
Shovel or scoop materials into containers, machines, or equipment for processing, storage, or
transport.
Weigh Materials
Weigh or measure materials or products to ensure conformance to specifications.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
No formal educational credential

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.

Code

8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Production, Planning, & Expediting Clerks
ACCCP

Quality Assurance

Code

1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1
1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1

Alabama Competency Model Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks
Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control

Code

1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1
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Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.5.1
1.4.5.2
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.1.1
1.5.1.2

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
Achievement motivation
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
Fulfilling obligations
Behave consistently and predictably.
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.

Code

1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
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Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2
1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2
1.7.2.3

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.

Code

1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2
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Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
2.1.1.1
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.

Code

2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
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Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application

Code
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2.4.2.1
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
2.5
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
2.5.1
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
2.5.1.1
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
2.5.1.2
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
2.5.1.3
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
2.5.1.4
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
2.5.1.5
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
2.5.2
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
2.5.2.1
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5

Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.

Code

2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2
2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4
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Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.

Code

3.1.2
3.1.2.1
3.1.2.2
3.1.2.3
3.1.2.4
3.1.2.5
3.1.3
3.1.3.1
3.1.3.2
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1
3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
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Establishing productive relationships
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, nonaccusatory manner.
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
objectives.
Meeting team objectives
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed

Code

3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
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Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.

Code

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2
3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
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Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology

Code

3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1
3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
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Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.

Code
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3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1
3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
3.8.4.2
records, repair records).
3.8.4.3
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
3.8.4.4
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.1

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations

Code

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
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Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.
Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.

Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Documentation
Record production data, including volume produced, consumption of raw materials, or quality control
measures.
Compile and prepare documentation related to production sequences, transportation, personnel
schedules, or purchase, maintenance, or repair orders.
Record inspection or test data, such as weights, temperatures, grades, or moisture content, and
quantities inspected or graded.
Write test or inspection reports describing results, recommendations, or needed repairs.
Interpret Work Orders
Read blueprints, data, manuals, or other materials to determine specifications, inspection and testing
procedures, adjustment methods, certification processes, formulas, or measuring instruments required.
Review documents, such as production schedules, work orders, or staffing tables, to determine
personnel or materials requirements or material priorities.
Inspect Materials

Code

5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.5
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Inspect or test cleantech or green technology parts, products, or installations, such as fuel cells, solar
panels, or air quality devices, for conformance to specifications or standards.
Examine documents, materials, or products and monitor work processes to assess completeness,
accuracy, and conformance to standards and specifications.
Discard or reject products, materials, or equipment not meeting specifications.
Grade, classify, or sort products according to sizes, weights, colors, or other specifications.
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures
Understand and follow escalation procedures when quality defects are observed.
Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools regarding various aspects of the production process.
Ability to conduct basic statistical processing

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Computer Systems
Familiarity with MRP Systems
Basic computer processing skills
Utilize inner-organizational communication
Scheduling Techniques
Understand how to implement and determine the appropriate scheduling technique to control capacity
at work centers:
Finite scheduling
Infinite scheduling
Forward scheduling
Backward scheduling
Service Scheduling
Create service schedules that maintain capacity levels to meet anticipated demand.
Take into consideration employee skill mix, shift assignments and employee preferences
Support Production Activities
Coordinate with internal and external stakeholders to optimise inventory control and production
Coordinate with the maintenance team to align production targets with the planning of maintenance
and turnaround schedules.
Highlight issues that affect production output
Respond to product non-conformance with the production and technical teams, to minimize
interruption to production schedules
Support the reporting of plant production status and raw materials inventories
Compile Data

Code

6.5.1
6.5.2
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
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Compile information, such as production rates and progress, materials inventories, materials used, or
customer information, so that status reports can be completed.
Compile and prepare documentation related to production sequences, transportation, personnel
schedules, or purchase, maintenance, or repair orders.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.

Code

8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
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Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers' processes
with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

MANUFACTURING

Inspectors, Testers, Sorters, Samplers, &
Weighers
ACCCP

Quality Assurance
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1
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.1.1
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.2
1.1.2.1
1.1.2.2
1.1.2.3
1.1.2.4
1.1.3
1.1.3.1
1.1.3.2
1.1.3.3
1.1.4
1.1.4.1
1.1.4.2
1.1.4.3
1.1.4.4
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.1.1
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4
1.2.1.5
1.2.2
1.2.2.1
1.2.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.3.1

Tier 1: Personal Effectiveness Competencies

Interpersonal Skills: Displaying the skills to work effectively with others from diverse backgrounds.
Demonstrating sensitivity/empathy
Show sincere interest in others and their concerns.
Demonstrate sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.
Look for ways to help people and deliver assistance.
Demonstrating insight into behavior
Recognize and accurately interpret the communications of others as expressed through various
formats (e.g., writing, speech, American Sign Language, computers, etc.).
Recognize when relationships with others are strained.
Show understanding of others’ behaviors and motives by demonstrating appropriate responses.
Demonstrate flexibility for change based on the ideas and actions of others.
Maintaining open relationships
Maintain open lines of communication with others.
Encourage others to share problems and successes.
Establish a high degree of trust and credibility with others.
Respecting diversity
Demonstrate respect for coworkers, colleagues, and customers.
Interact respectfully and cooperatively with others who are of a different race, culture, or age, or
have different abilities, gender, or sexual orientation.
Demonstrate sensitivity, flexibility, and open-mindedness when dealing with different values,
beliefs, perspectives, customs, or opinions.
Value an environment that supports and accommodates a diversity of people and ideas.
Integrity: Displaying strong moral principles and work ethic.
Behaving ethically
Abide by a strict code of ethics and behavior, even in the face of opposition.
Encourage others to behave ethically
Understand that behaving ethically goes beyond what the law requires.
Use company time and property responsibly.
Perform work-related duties according to laws, regulations, contract provisions, and company
policies.
Acting fairly
Treat others with honesty, fairness, and respect.
Make decisions that are objective and reflect the just treatment of others.
Taking responsibility
Take responsibility for accomplishing work goals within accepted timeframes.
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1.2.3.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.1.1
1.3.1.2
1.3.1.3
1.3.2
1.3.2.1
1.3.2.2
1.3.2.3
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Accept responsibility for one’s decisions and actions and for those of one’s group, team, or
department.
Professionalism: Maintaining a professional presence.
Demonstrating self-control
Maintain composure and keep emotions in check.
Deal calmly and effectively with stressful or difficult situations.
Accept criticism tactfully and attempt to learn from it.
Professional appearance
Maintain a professional demeanor.
Dress appropriately for occupational and worksite requirements.
Maintain appropriate personal hygiene.
Social responsibility
Refrain from lifestyle choices which negatively impact the workplace and individual performance.

1.3.3.2
1.3.4
1.3.4.1
1.3.4.2
1.3.4.3

Remain free from substance abuse.
Maintaining a positive attitude
Project a professional image of oneself and the organization.
Demonstrate a positive attitude towards work.
Take pride in one’s work and the work of the organization.
Initiative: Demonstrating a commitment to effective job performance by taking action on one’s own and
1.4
following through to get the job done.
1.4.1
Persisting
1.4.1.1
Pursue work with drive and a strong accomplishment orientation.
Persist to accomplish a task despite difficult conditions, tight deadlines, or obstacles and setbacks.
1.4.1.2
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.3
1.4.3.1
1.4.3.2
1.4.3.3
1.4.4
1.4.4.1
1.4.4.2
1.4.4.3
1.4.4.4

Taking initiative
Go beyond the routine demands of the job to increase its variety and scope.
Provide suggestions and/or take actions that result in improved work processes, communications, or
task performance.
Take initiative to seek out new work challenges, influence events, or originate action.
Setting challenging goals
Establish and maintain personally challenging but realistic work goals.
Exert effort toward task mastery.
Bring issues to closure by pushing forward until a resolution is achieved.
Working independently
Develop own ways of working effectively and efficiently.
Perform effectively even with minimal direction, support, or approval.
Set own schedule to maximize productivity.
Take responsibility for completing one’s own work assignments.
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1.4.5
Achievement motivation
1.4.5.1
Strive to exceed standards and expectations.
1.4.5.2
Exhibit confidence in capabilities and an expectation to succeed in future activities.
1.5
Dependability and Reliability: Displaying responsible behaviors at work.
1.5.1
Fulfilling obligations
1.5.1.1
Behave consistently and predictably.
1.5.1.2
Is reliable, responsible, and dependable in fulfilling obligations.
Diligently follow through on commitments and consistently complete assignments by deadlines.
1.5.1.3
1.5.2
1.5.2.1
1.5.2.2
1.5.2.3
1.5.3
1.5.3.1
1.5.3.2
1.5.4
1.5.4.1
1.5.4.2
1.5.4.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.1.3
1.6.2
1.6.2.1

Attendance and punctuality
Come to work on time and as scheduled.
Arrive on time for meetings or appointments.
Dial in to phone calls and web conferences on time.
Attending to details
Diligently check work to ensure that all essential details have been considered.
Notice errors or inconsistencies and take prompt, thorough action to correct them.
Following directions
Follow directions as communicated in a variety of ways such as writing, speech, American Sign
Language, computers, or other formats.
Comply with organizational rules, policies, and procedures.
Ask appropriate questions to clarify any instructional ambiguities.
Adaptability and Flexibility: Displaying the capability to adapt to new, different, or changing
requirements.
Entertaining new ideas
Is open to considering new ways of doing things.
Actively seek out and carefully consider the merits of new approaches to work.
Embrace new approaches when appropriate and discard approaches that are no longer working.
Dealing with change
Take proper and effective action when necessary without having all the necessary facts in hand.

Easily adapt plans, goals, actions, or priorities in response to unpredictable or unexpected events,
pressures, situations, and job demands.
1.6.2.3
Effortlessly shift gears and change direction when working on multiple projects or issues.
Lifelong Learning: Demonstrating a commitment to self-development and improvement of knowledge
1.7
1.7.1
Demonstrating an interest in learning
Take actions showing an interest in personal and professional lifelong learning and development.
1.7.1.1
1.6.2.2

1.7.1.2

Seek feedback from multiple sources about how to improve and develop.
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1.7.1.3
1.7.1.4
1.7.2
1.7.2.1
1.7.2.2

1.7.2.3
1.7.3
1.7.3.1
1.7.3.2
1.7.4
1.7.4.1
1.7.4.2
1.7.5
1.7.5.1
1.7.5.2
2

Modify behavior based on feedback or self-analysis of past mistakes.
Learn and accept help from supervisors and co-workers.
Participating in learning activities
Identify when it is necessary to acquire new knowledge and skills.
Take steps to develop and maintain knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary to perform one’s role
successfully by participating in relevant training and professional development programs.
Actively pursue opportunities to broaden knowledge and skills through seminars, conferences,
professional groups, reading publications, job shadowing, and/or continuing education.
Using change as a learning opportunity
Anticipate changes in work demands and search for and participate in assignments or training that
address these changing demands.
Treat unexpected circumstances as opportunities to learn.
Identifying career interests
Take charge of personal career development by identifying occupational interests, strengths,
options, and opportunities.
Make insightful career planning decisions that integrate others’ feedback.
Integrating and applying learning
Integrate newly learned knowledge and skills with existing knowledge and skills.
Use newly learned knowledge and skills to complete tasks, particularly in new or unfamiliar
situations.

Tier 2: Academic Competencies

Reading: Understanding written sentences, paragraphs, and figures in work-related documents (with
accommodation if necessary).
2.1.1
Comprehension
Locate and understand written information in prose and in documents such as manuals, reports,
memos, letters, forms, graphs, charts, tables, calendars, schedules, signs, notices, applications,
2.1.1.1
contracts, regulations, and directions.
2.1.1.2
Understand the purpose of written materials.
Comprehend the author’s meaning and identify the main ideas expressed in the written material.
2.1.1.3
2.1

2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.2.4
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Attention to detail
Note details and facts.
Detect inconsistencies.
Identify implied meaning and details.
Recognize missing information.
Information analysis
Critically evaluate and analyze information in written materials.
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2.1.3.2
2.1.3.3
2.1.3.4
2.1.3.5
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.4.3
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.2.2.1
2.2.2.2
2.2.2.3
2.2.2.4
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.2

Review written information for completeness and relevance.
Distinguish fact from opinion.
Identify trends.
Synthesize information from multiple written materials.
Information integration
Integrate what is learned from written materials with prior knowledge.
Use what is learned from written material to follow instructions and complete tasks.
Apply what is learned from written material to new situations.
Writing: Using standard (business) English to compile information and prepare written documents.
Organization and development
Create documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, spreadsheets, and flow
charts.
Communicate thoughts, ideas, information, messages, and other written information, which may
contain technical material, in a logical, organized, and coherent manner.
Present well-developed ideas supported by information and examples.
Proofread finished documents for errors.
Tailor content to appropriate audience and purpose.
Distribute written materials appropriately for intended audiences and purposes.
Mechanics
Use standard syntax and sentence structure.
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
Use correct English grammar (e.g., correct tense, subject-verb agreement, no missing words).
Write legibly when using handwriting to communicate.
Tone
Use language appropriate for the target audience.
Use a tone and word choice appropriate for the industry and organization (e.g., writing is
professional and courteous).
Show insight, perception, and depth in writing.
Mathematics: Uses principles of mathematics to express ideas and solve problems.
Computation
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents.
Calculate averages, ratios, proportions, and rates.
Convert decimals to fractions and fractions to decimals.
Convert fractions to percents and percents to fractions.
Convert decimals to percents and percents to decimals.
Understand relationships between numbers and identify and understand patterns.
Measurement and estimation
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2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.2.3
2.3.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4.1.3
2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.2
2.5.2.1
2.5.2.2
2.5.2.3
2.5.2.4
2.5.2.5
2.5.2.6

Take measurements of time, temperature, distances, length, width, height, perimeter, area, volume,
weight, velocity, and speed.
Use and report measurements correctly.
Correctly convert from one measurement to another (e.g., from English to metric or International
System of Units (SI), or Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Application
Use appropriate mathematical formulas and techniques to solve problems.
Translate practical problems into useful mathematical expressions.
Science and Technology: Using scientific rules and methods to express ideas and solve problems.
Comprehension
Understand basic scientific principles and uses appropriate technology.
Understand the scientific method (i.e., identify problems, collect information, form opinions and
draw conclusions).
Understand overall intent and proper procedures for set-up and operation of equipment.
Application
Apply basic scientific principles and technology to complete tasks.
Communication: Listening, speaking, and signaling so others can understand (with accommodation if
Communicating
Express relevant information appropriately to individuals or groups taking into account the audience
and the nature of the information (e.g., technical or controversial).
Convey information clearly, correctly, and succinctly.
Use common English conventions including proper grammar, tone, and pace.
Effectively establish interpersonal contact with one or more individuals using eye contact, body
language and non-verbal expression as appropriate to the person’s culture.
Ask questions or report problems or concerns to people in authority when information or
procedures are unclear or need improvement, or when feeling unsafe or threatened in the
workplace.
Receiving information
Attend to, understand, interpret, and respond to messages received in a variety of ways, including
hearing, American Sign Language, instant messaging, text-to-speech devices, and other methods.
Comprehend complex instructions.
Identify feelings and concerns communicated in various formats, such as writing, speech, American
Sign Language, computers, etc. and responds appropriately.
Consider others’ viewpoints and alter opinion when it is appropriate to do so.
Apply active interpersonal communication skills using reflection, restatement, questioning, and
clarification.
Effectively answer questions of others or communicate an inability to do so and suggest other
sources of answers.
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2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.3.3
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.1.1
2.6.1.2
2.6.1.3
2.6.1.4
2.6.1.5
2.6.2
2.6.2.1
2.6.2.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.1.1
2.7.1.2
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.2
2.7.2.3
2.7.2.4
2.7.2.5
2.7.3
2.7.3.1
2.7.3.2

Observing carefully
Notice nonverbal cues and respond appropriately.
Attend to visual sources of information (e.g., video).
Ascertain relevant visual information and use appropriately.
Persuasion/Influence
Influence others.
Persuasively present thoughts and ideas.
Gain commitment and ensure support for proposed ideas.
Critical and Analytical Thinking: Using logical thought processes to analyze information and draw
conclusions.
Reasoning
Possess sufficient inductive and deductive reasoning ability to perform job successfully.
Critically review, analyze, synthesize, compare, and interpret information.
Draw conclusions from relevant and/or missing information.
Understand the principles underlying the relationship among facts and apply this understanding
when solving problems.
Use logic and reasoning to identify strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions or approaches
to a problem.
Mental agility
Identify connections between issues.
Quickly understand, orient to, and integrate new information.
Basic Computer Skills: Using information technology and related applications to convey and retrieve
information (with accommodation when necessary).
Computer basics
Understand the basic functions and terminology related to computer hardware, software,
information systems, and communication devices.
Use basic computer software, hardware, and communication devices to perform tasks.
Using software
Use word processing software to compose, organize, edit, and print documents and other business
communications.
Use spreadsheet software to enter, manipulate, edit, and format text and numerical data.
Use presentation software to create, manipulate, edit, and present digital representations of
information to an audience.
Use database software to manage data.
Create and maintain a well-organized electronic file storage system.
Using the Internet and email
Use the Internet to search for online information and interact with Web sites.
Use the Internet and web-based tools to manage basic workplace tasks (e.g., calendar management,
contacts management, and timekeeping).
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2.7.3.3
2.7.3.4
2.7.3.5
2.7.4
2.7.4.1
2.7.4.2
2.7.4.3
2.7.4.4

Use electronic mail to communicate in the workplace.
Understand the different types of social media and their appropriate workplace and non-workplace
uses, and the impact that various social media activities can have on one’s personal and professional
Employ collaborative/groupware applications to facilitate group work.
Ensuring computer security
Understand and comply with the organization’s privacy policy and information security guidelines.
Defend against potential abuses of private information.
Recognize and respond appropriately to suspicious vulnerabilities and threats.
Use the most recent security software, web browser, and operating system to protect against online
threats.
Utilize strong passwords, passphrases, and basic encryption.
Recognize secure Web addresses.

2.7.4.5
2.7.4.6
3
Tier 3: Workplace Competencies
3.1
Teamwork: Working cooperatively with others to complete work assignments.
3.1.1
Identifying team membership and role
3.1.1.1
Serve as a leader or a follower, depending on what is needed to achieve the team’s goals and
3.1.1.2
Identify and draw upon team members’ strengths and weaknesses to achieve results.
3.1.1.3
Instruct others in learning new skills and learn from other team members.
3.1.1.4
Assist others who have less experience or have heavy workloads.
3.1.1.5
Encourage others to express their ideas and opinions.
3.1.2
Establishing productive relationships
3.1.2.1
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with others.
3.1.2.2
Exhibit tact and diplomacy and strive to build consensus.
Deliver constructive criticism and voice objections to others’ ideas and opinions in a supportive, non3.1.2.3
accusatory manner.
3.1.2.4
Respond appropriately to positive and negative feedback.
Effectively communicate with all members of the group or team to achieve team goals and
3.1.2.5
objectives.
3.1.3
Meeting team objectives
3.1.3.1
Work as part of a team, contributing to the group’s effort to achieve goals.
3.1.3.2
Identify and commit to the goals, norms, values, and customs of the team.
Choose behaviors and actions that best support the team and accomplishment of work tasks.
3.1.3.3
3.1.3.4
3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Use a group approach to identify problems and develop solutions based on group consensus.
Resolving conflicts
Bring others together to reconcile differences.
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3.1.4.2
3.1.4.3
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.2
3.2.2.1
3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.4
3.2.2.5
3.2.2.6
3.2.3
3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.4
3.2.4.1
3.2.4.2
3.2.4.3
3.2.4.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
3.3.1.4
3.3.1.5
3.3.2

Handle conflicts maturely by exercising “give and take” to achieve positive results for all parties.
Reach formal or informal agreements that promote mutual goals and interests, and obtain
commitment to those agreements from individuals or groups.
Customer Focus: Efficiently and effectively addressing the needs of clients/customers.
Understanding customer needs
Identify internal and external customers.
Attend to what customers are saying and ask questions to identify customer needs, interests, and
goals.
Anticipate the future needs of the customer.
Providing personalized service
Provide prompt, efficient, and personalized assistance to meet the requirements, requests, and
concerns of customers.
Provide thorough, accurate information to answer customers’ questions and inform them of
commitment times or performance guarantees.
Address customer comments, questions, concerns, and objections with direct, accurate, and timely
responses.
Identify and propose appropriate solutions and/or services.
Establish boundaries as appropriate for unreasonable customer demands.
Communicate in the medium desired by the customer.
Acting professionally
Is pleasant, courteous, and professional when dealing with internal or external customers.
Develop constructive and cooperative working relationships with customers.
Is calm and empathetic when dealing with hostile customers.
Keeping customers informed
Follow up with customers following provision of service.
Keep customers up to date about decisions that affect them.
Seek the comments, criticisms, and involvement of customers.
Adjust services based on customer feedback.
Planning and Organizing: Planning and prioritizing work to manage time effectively and accomplish
assigned tasks.
Planning
Approach work in a methodical manner.
Plan and schedule tasks so that work is completed on time.
Keep track of details to ensure work is performed accurately and completely.
Anticipate obstacles to project completion and develop contingency plans to address them.
Find new ways of organizing work area or planning work to accomplish work more efficiently.
Prioritizing
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3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.3
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1
3.5.1.2
3.5.1.3
3.5.1.4
3.5.1.5
3.5.2

Prioritize multiple competing tasks.
Perform tasks correctly, quickly, and efficiently according to their relative urgency and importance.
Managing projects
Estimate personnel and other resources needed for project completion (e.g., financial material or
equipment).
Manage activities to meet plans, allocating time and resources effectively.
Keep track of and document plans, assignments, changes, and deliverables.
Plan for dependencies of one task on another.
Coordinate efforts with all affected parties, keeping them informed of progress and all relevant
changes to project timelines.
Take necessary corrective action when projects go off track.
Assure job accommodations are made for personnel who need or request them.
Creative Thinking: Generating innovative and creative solutions.
Employing unique analyses
Use original analyses and generate new, innovative ideas in complex areas.
Develop innovative methods of obtaining or using resources when insufficient resources are
available.
Generating innovative solutions
Integrate seemingly unrelated information to develop creative processes or solutions.
Reframe problems in a different light to find fresh approaches.
Entertain wide-ranging possibilities and perspectives to develop new solutions.
Find new ways to add value to the efforts of a team and organization.
Seeing the big picture
Understand the pieces of a system as a whole and appreciate the consequences of actions on other
parts of the system.
Monitor patterns and trends to see a bigger picture.
Modify or design systems to improve performance.
Problem Solving and Decision-Making: Generating, evaluating, and implementing solutions to problems.
Identifying the problem
Anticipate or recognize the existence of a problem or objection.
Identify the true nature of the problem and define critical issues.
Evaluate the importance and criticality of the problem.
Use all available reference systems to locate and obtain information relevant to understanding the
problem.
Recall previously learned information that is relevant to the problem.
Locating, gathering, and organizing relevant information
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3.5.2.1
3.5.2.2
3.5.2.3
3.5.2.4
3.5.3
3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.1.1
3.6.1.2
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2
3.6.3.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.4
3.6.4.1

Effectively use both internal resources (e.g., internal computer networks, company filing systems)
and external resources (e.g., internet search engines) to locate and gather information relevant to
solving the problem.
Examine information obtained for relevance and completeness.
Recognize important gaps in existing information and take steps to eliminate those gaps.
Organize/reorganize information as appropriate to gain a better understanding of the problem.
Generating alternatives
Integrate previously learned and externally obtained information to generate a variety of highquality alternative approaches to the problem.
Skillfully use logic and analysis to identify the strengths and weaknesses, the costs and benefits, and
the short- and long-term consequences of different solutions or approaches.
Choosing a solution
Decisively choose the best solution after evaluating the relative merits of each possible option.
Make difficult decisions even in highly ambiguous or ill-defined situations.
Implementing the solution
Commit to a solution in a timely manner.
Develop a realistic approach for implementing the chosen solution.
Document the problem and corrective actions taken and their outcomes and communicate these to
the appropriate parties.
Observe and evaluate the outcomes of implementing the solution to assess the need for alternative
approaches and to identify lessons learned.
Working with Tools and Technology: Selecting, using, and maintaining tools and technology to facilitate
work activity (with accommodation, when necessary).
Using tools
Operate tools, technology, and equipment in accordance with established operating procedures and
safety standards.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and technology to complete work functions.
Selecting tools
Select and apply appropriate tools or technological solutions to the problem at hand.
Keeping current on tools and technology
Demonstrate an interest in learning about new and emerging tools and technologies.
Demonstrate information literacy.
Adapt quickly to changes in process or technology.
Seek out opportunities to improve knowledge of tools and technologies that may assist in
streamlining work and improving productivity.
Troubleshooting and maintenance
Learn how to maintain and troubleshoot tools and technologies.
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Weighers
Code

3.6.4.2
3.6.4.3
3.6.4.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.1.1
3.7.1.2
3.7.1.3
3.7.1.4
3.7.1.5
3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.7.2.3
3.7.3
3.7.3.1
3.7.3.2
3.7.3.3
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.1.1
3.8.1.2
3.8.1.3
3.8.2
3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2
3.8.2.3
3.8.2.4
3.8.3
3.8.3.1

Perform routine maintenance on tools, technology, and equipment.
Determine causes of errors and take the appropriate corrective action.
Develop alternatives to complete a task if desired tool or technology is not available.
Scheduling and Coordinating: Making arrangements that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Arranging and informing
Make arrangements (e.g. for meetings or travel) that fulfill all requirements as efficiently and
economically as possible.
Inform others of arrangements, giving them complete, accurate, and timely information.
Ensure that others receive needed materials in time.
Handle all aspects of arrangements thoroughly and completely.
Respond to the schedules of others affected by arrangements, resolve schedule conflicts or travel
issues, and take corrective action.
Coordinating in distributed environments
Coordinate schedules of colleagues, co-workers, and clients in regional locations. (i.e., across time
zones) to ensure that inconvenience is minimized and productivity is enhanced.
Leverage technology (e.g., internet, teleconference) to facilitate information sharing in distributed
work environments.
Take advantage of team member availability throughout business hours in multiple time zones to
enhance productivity.
Shiftwork
Effectively coordinate the transition of staff at the beginning and end of each work shift.
Disseminate crucial information in an organized manner to rapidly bring staff up to speed at the
start of their shifts.
Ensure that staff is updated on work completed on past shifts and work that still needs to be
completed.
Checking, Examining, and Recording: Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining
information in written or electronic/digital format.
Detecting errors
Detect and correct errors or inconsistencies, even under time pressure.
Identify vague or ambiguous documentation.
Route errors to appropriate person to correct documentation.
Completing forms
Select and complete appropriate forms quickly and completely.
Forward or process forms in a timely and accurate manner.
Attend to and follow through on important items requiring action.
Expedite forms, orders, or advances that require immediate attention.
Obtaining information
Obtain appropriate information, signatures, and approvals promptly.
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3.8.3.2
3.8.3.3
3.8.3.4
3.8.4
3.8.4.1
3.8.4.2
3.8.4.3
3.8.4.4
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.1.1
3.9.1.2
3.9.1.3
3.9.2
3.9.2.1
3.9.2.2
3.9.3
3.9.3.1
3.9.3.2
3.9.3.3
3.9.3.4
4

Verify that all information is present and accurate before forwarding materials.
Compile, categorize, and verify information or data.
Apply systematic techniques for observing and gathering data.
Maintaining logs, records, and files
Organize records and files to maintain data.
Keep logs, records, and files that are up-to-date and readily accessible (e.g., driver logs, flight
records, repair records).
Update logs, records, and files, noting important changes.
File data and documentation in accordance with organization’s requirements.
Business Fundamentals: Using information on basic business principles, trends, and economics.
Situational awareness
Understand the mission, structure, and functions of the organization.
Recognize one’s role in the functioning of the organization and understand the potential impact
one’s own performance can have on the success of the organization.
Grasp the potential impact of the company’s well-being on employees.
Business ethics
Act in the best interest of the company, the community, and the environment.
Comply with applicable laws and rules governing work and report loss, waste, or theft of company
property to appropriate personnel.
Market knowledge
Understand market trends in the industry and the company’s position in the market.
Know who the company’s primary competitors are and stay current on organizational strategies to
maintain competitiveness.
Uphold the organization through building and maintaining customer relations.
Recognize major challenges faced by the organization and industry, and identify key strategies to
address challenges.

Tier 4: Ready to Work Cluster-Specific Competencies

4.1.1
4.1.2

Manufacturing Process Design/Development: Research, design, implement, and continuously improve
the manufacturing process to ensure product meets customer needs.
Support manufacturing process design and development
Communicate requirements of internal and external customers

4.2

Maintenance, Installation, and Repair: Maintain and optimize manufacturing equipment and systems.

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Identify, diagnose, and/or repair equipment problems
Communicate with others to ensure maintenance and repairs meet operational needs
Maintain hands-on knowledge of equipment systems and/or applications
Maintain equipment, tools, and workstations
Supply Chain Logistics: Plan and monitor the movement and storage of materials and products in
coordination with suppliers, internal systems, and customers.

4.1

4.3
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Code

4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.5

4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
4.6.5
4.6.6
4.6.7
4.6.8
4.6.9
5
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3

Understand their positon's role in the shipping and receiving process
Quality Assurance and Continuous Improvement: Ensure product and process meets quality system
requirements as defined by customer specifications.
Ensure materials, processes, and final product meet quality specifications
Support and maintain quality systems
Sustainable and Green Manufacturing: Manufacture products using processes that conserve energy and
natural resources; are safe for employees, communities, and consumers; and are economically sound.
Maintain Quality and Safety while minimizing waste, improving efficiency, and reducing resource use
Understand your position's impact on the bottom line, emphasizing financial profitability,
environmental integrity, and social equity
Understand that your role has environmental and economic effects.
Health and Safety: Maintain a safe, healthy work environment.

Follow established personal safety practices
Ensure that equipment is being used safely
Comply with local federal and company Health and Safety regulations
Identify unsafe condistions and take corrective action
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures

Tier 5: Career Pathway Technical Competencies

Documentation
Record production data, including volume produced, consumption of raw materials, or quality control
measures.
Compile and prepare documentation related to production sequences, transportation, personnel
schedules, or purchase, maintenance, or repair orders.
Record inspection or test data, such as weights, temperatures, grades, or moisture content, and
quantities inspected or graded.
Write test or inspection reports describing results, recommendations, or needed repairs.
Interpret Work Orders
Read blueprints, data, manuals, or other materials to determine specifications, inspection and testing
procedures, adjustment methods, certification processes, formulas, or measuring instruments required.
Review documents, such as production schedules, work orders, or staffing tables, to determine
personnel or materials requirements or material priorities.
Inspect Materials
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5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.5
5.5.1
5.5.2
5.5.3
5.5.4
6
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.2
6.2.1

Inspect or test cleantech or green technology parts, products, or installations, such as fuel cells, solar
panels, or air quality devices, for conformance to specifications or standards.
Examine documents, materials, or products and monitor work processes to assess completeness,
accuracy, and conformance to standards and specifications.
Discard or reject products, materials, or equipment not meeting specifications.
Grade, classify, or sort products according to sizes, weights, colors, or other specifications.
Follow Policies & Procedures
Identifies contact points within organization
Follows company policies and regulations
Recognizes safety, health, and environmental requirements in all departments
Recognizes safety machinery procedures
Understand and follow escalation procedures when quality defects are observed.
Math & Measurments
Apply basic math skills
Make accurate measurements
Use measuring tools regarding various aspects of the production process.
Ability to conduct basic statistical processing

Tier 6: Occupation Specific Technical Competencies

Monitor Equipment Operation
Monitor production operations or equipment to ensure conformance to specifications, making
necessary process or assembly adjustments.
Read dials or meters to verify that equipment is functioning at specified levels.
Monitor machines that automatically measure, sort, or inspect products.
Maintain Equipment
Adjust, clean, or repair products or processing equipment to correct defects found during inspections.

6.2.4
6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2

Clean, maintain, calibrate, or repair measuring instruments or test equipment, such as dial indicators,
fixed gauges, or height gauges.
Disassemble defective parts or components, such as inaccurate or worn gauges or measuring
instruments.
Notify supervisors or other personnel of production problems.
Advise Process Improvement
Follow legal requirements, follow safety information, or recommend compliance procedures.
Recommend necessary corrective actions, based on inspection results.
Evaluate Products
Discard or reject products, materials, or equipment not meeting specifications.
Grade, classify, or sort products according to sizes, weights, colors, or other specifications.

6.4.3

Inspect, test, or measure materials, products, installations, or work for conformance to specifications.

6.2.2
6.2.3
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6.4.4
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
7
7.1
8
8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.1.3
8.1.4
8.1.5
8.1.6
8.1.7
8.2
8.2.1

8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3

Measure dimensions of products to verify conformance to specifications, using measuring instruments
such as rulers, calipers, gauges, or micrometers.
Test Materials or Products
Inspect or test raw materials, parts, or products to determine compliance with environmental
standards.
Check arriving materials to ensure that they match purchase orders, submitting discrepancy reports as
necessary.
Analyze test data, making computations as necessary, to determine test results.

Tier 7: Occupation Specific Requirements
High school diploma or equivalent

Tier 8: Management Competencies

Business Management
Understand all management activities carried out in the course of running an organization, including
controlling, leading, monitoring, adjusting, organizing, and planning.
Analyze financial statements and explain the implications of standard financial ratios and all
components of the balance sheet and income statement.
Create interactive decision support models that demonstrate the sensitivity of outcome to multiple
independent variables.
Calculate project and organizational cash flow forecasts; present value investment comparisons and riskadjusted return calculations.
Demonstrate knowledge of visual presentation techniques including charting, histograms, and flow
sheets, and oral and written presentation techniques.
Practice basic Business communications
Understand fundamental organizational behavior.
Enterprise Economics
Understand the importance of and demonstrate the ability to take raw materials or knowledge and
convert it into a product or service that has more value to the customer than the original material or
data.
Determine the success or failure rate of a business using financial accounting, incorporating terms and
techniques including income, expense, cost of goods sold, gross margin, balance sheet, return on
assets, inventory turns, capital asset management, and cash management.
Employ the technique of break-even analysis, which finds the break-even point, the volume at which
revenues exceed total costs.
Find the best operating level (BOL), the level of capacity a process was designed for
This is also the volume of output at which average unit cost is minimized.
Use cost accounting systems to keep track of all costs of building products, labor, material, overhead,
and variances. These systems include activity based costing (ABC) and cost analysis and control.
Conflict Management
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8.3.1
8.3.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2
8.4.3
8.5
8.5.1
8.5.2
8.5.3
8.5.4
8.5.5
8.5.6
8.6
8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10

Demonstrate ability to manage conflict by identifying and handling conflicts in a sensible, fair, and
efficient manner.
Demonstrate skill in effective communicating, problem solving, and negotiating with a focus on party
interests.
Risk Management
Accurately identify risks affecting supply, transformation, delivery, and customer demand.
Develop strategies such as dual sourcing, buffering, and forward buying that minimize financial impact
uncertainties such as yields, timing, pricing, and catastrophic events.
Effectively analyze the probability, control, and impact of risks identified.
Supplier Relationship Management
Effectively locate and source key materials suppliers, while analyzing the total cost associated with
procuring an item or service.
Focus on developing and maintaining long-term relationships with trading partners who can help the
purchaser meet profitability and customer satisfaction goals.
Integrate automation of request for quote (RFQ), request for proposal (RFP), electronic auctioning,
business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract management processes when using a strategic
sourcing approach.
Electronic auctioning, business-to-business commerce (B2B), and contract
Management processes when using a strategic sourcing approach.
Establish methods of meeting customer satisfaction goals.
Lean Tools & Six Sigma
Establish improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the
supply chain.
Execute ways of eliminating unnecessary steps in product design, as well as aligning suppliers'
processes with the delivery schedules required for lean manufacturing.
Demonstrate an understanding of unit acquisition cost by examining the total cost of ownership (TCO).
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Lean teams using tools such as:
Just-in-Time, Kaizen events, Kanban, Value Stream Mapping
Demonstrate the knowledge and experience to actively participate in Six Sigma teams to define,
measure, analyze, improve, and control processes (DMAIC).
Knowledge of EOE Laws and Regulations
Succession Planning
Coaching and Development
Leadership Development

